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FIVE DOCUMENTS FROM THE TOPKAPI PALACE ARCHIVE ON THE OTTOMAN
DEFENSE OF THE BLACK SEA AGAINST THE COSSACKS (1639)

Victor Ostapchuk
(Harvard University)

The importance of the economic resources of the Black Sea basin for the strength and prosperity
of the Ottoman Empire and the consequent necessity for control over the region as a cornerstone of Otto
man imperial policy are themes developed in the work of Hall Inalcik. Within several decades after the
conquest of Constantinople, the Black Sea was transformed into an "Ottoman lake," and through the
sixteenth century the empire enjoyed the economic benefits deriving from relatively easy control of this
rich region. 1 During this period, the raiding activities of the Zaporozhian and Don Cossacks-descending
in their boats or $ay~as2 into the Black Sea from their respective borderland sanctuaries in the Ukraine
~d the middle Don region-were a localized thoughtroublesome problem of the northern frontier. It is
in this context that an appreciation can be gained for the magnitude of the problem the Ottomans faced
during the height of the Cossack naval raids from the last decade of the sixteenth century through the first
half of the seventeenth century, when the threat became one of devastation to any settlement on the Black
sea coast as well as of disruption of sea-lanes used by commercial and military traffic. Recent research on
Ottoman archival sources has suggested that the consequent damage to the Ottoman Black Sea region was
greater than previously assumed.f While still successful in realizing their imperial policy of preventing any
other major power from seriously challenging their dominion over the Black Sea,4 the Ottomans were
frustrated by the unpredictability, frequency, and destructive capacity of the Cossack raids.

1 Thus the growth of Istanbul into a great metropolis was made possible by the foodstuffs, raw
materials, and slaves coming from the Black Sea basin which, in turn, was made dependent on the market
and transit trade possibilities of the great capital. See Inalcik 1973: 129-33, 144-45; Inalcik 1979; also
Inalcik 1960 and Inalcik 1973a.

2 Th e Cossack ~ay~a (known as cajka in Slavic languages), which according to Beauplan was about
60 feet long, 10-12 feet wide and 8 feet deep, had no keel, which allowed it to navigate in shallow water
and had a rudder on each end allowing it to change direction without turning around, thus making it
extremely maneuverable. With ten to fifteen oars on each side and a sail which was used only in fair
weather, the §ayha was supposedly faster than the Ottoman galley. When the sail could not be used or
when it was necessary to escape detection from afar, the mast could be taken down. To increase its
buoyancy, especially in high seas when the waves would go over its low sides, thick bundles of large dry
reeds were tied to the sides along the entire length. Four or five light cannons were placed on the sides.
Large enough to carry fifty to seventy men and extensive supplies, it was small enough to be pulled ashore
and dragged across land for making portages (Beauplan: 454, 464-66; also d'Ascoli: 99; Krejs: 68-70;
Tusin 1978: 51-55). Sayha was also used by the Ottomans to denote a large keelless boat (probably very
similar to the Cossack §ay~a) used for transport on rivers (especially on the Danube) and along the coast
of the Black Sea, as well as for military purposes such as defense of river shores (Uzuncarsili 1948: 458).

3 Berindei 1977; Fisher 1979-1980.
4Inalcik 1947.
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50 Victor Ostapchuk

The Ottoman military response to the perennial Cossack threat was primarily defensive. 5 For
tresses guarding important coastal settlements or passages into the Black Sea were strengthened, and new
ones were built. The Ottoman fleet was responsible for the interception of $ay~a fleets setting out on
raids or returning laden with booty. It also played an important role in the construction and repair of such
fortresses, often in conjunction with land forces. Little is known about the organization and functioning
of this defense system. And while Ottoman chronicles and other sources show that Cossack incursions
and encounters with Ottoman forces were commonplace during this period, there are in fact few known
firsthand testimonies by witnesses or participants of these events. 6 How large were Cossack raiding parties
and with what frequency did they strike? Along what routes did the Cossack §ay~as as well as the Ottoman
galleys navigate in their operations in the Black Sea? How large were the fleets and squadrons assigned to
the Black Sea in response to the Cossack threat and what types of ships and boats did they include? What
types of troops were based in the fortresses guarding the region? What were the sources oflabor and mate
rials for the construction and repair of these fortresses? How were operations of Ottoman land-based and
naval forces coordinated? What were the Cossack tactics for penetrating Ottoman defenses and executing
their raids? What were their tactics during encounters with Ottoman naval and land forces? What types
of booty did the Cossacks seek? How did the Ottoman forces go about searching for, pursuing, and
combatting the Cossacks? In what ways did the physical geography of the region and weather conditions
affect either side? These are some of the questions which need to be addressed to understand better how
the Cossacks were apparently so successful against the Ottomans in the Black Sea and to assess the effec
tiveness of the Ottoman defense system.

The Ottoman archives contain a number of documents by commanders and officials responsible
for the defense of the Black Sea. A1J reports by subordinates to superiors, they are not disinterested
accounts, but rather, they tend to present the Ottoman efforts against the Cossacks in the best possible
light. Nevertheless, they contain many details on the methods and problems of both sides. Some of the
reports are by participants in encounters with the Cossacks, and, as such, provide invaluable firsthand
information. Unlike accounts intended for posterity, these communications between contemporaries
who were familiar with various facets of the Cossack problem tend to give little exposition. However,
sufficient probing and analysis of such documents can reveal more data and clues on organizational and
military matters than they would appear to contain on first reading. Their firsthand information is impor
tant not only because it augments an almost insignificant corpus of true primary evidence, but also because
it can act as a control on the reliability and accuracy of the Ottoman chronicles and travelers' accounts.

For example, even Guilla~me Le Vasseur, sieur de Beauplan, the French military engineer who spent seven
teen years in the Ukraine (1630-1647) and wrote the best contemporary descriptive account of the Zapo-

5 A military solution directed at either the Zaporozhian or Don Cossacks or their respective suze
rains, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Muscovy, was not practical during this period (e.g., the
war with the Commonwealth and the Zaporozhian Cossacks in 1621 had no significant effect on the lat
ter's activity in the Black Sea; see Berindei 1977: 290£f.). The Ottomans exerted diplomatic pressure on
the Cossacks' suzerains, including the threat of war, in an attempt to compel them to prevent the Cossacks
from raiding the Black Sea. The issue of the devastating raids by the Crimean Tatars on the Ukrainian
territories of Poland-Lithuania as well as on the borderlands of Muscovy, which had become a serious
problem for both states and the affected populations since the end of the fifteenth century, played a role
in the bargaining between the Ottoman and Polish-Lithuanian or Muscovite sides.

6 For examples of short eyewitness accounts in Greek of Cossack raids in Rumelia, see Granstrem
1972.
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rozhian Cossacks, never witnessed their operations on the Black Sea and had to rely on the testimony of
others for his information of Cossack, as well as Ottoman, naval tactics. 7

Five such documents from the Topkapi Palace Museum Archive in Istanbul (Topkapi Sarayt
Muzesi Ar:$ivi) are presented here. They relate to the beginning, middle, and final phases of a naval cam
paign by the Ottoman fleet in the Black Sea under the command of Piyale, ket1:Juda of the imperial naval
arsenal (tersiine-i 'amire),8 as well as to repair work at the Ozi (Ochakiv) fortress complex at the mouth
of the Dnieper River. The documents are from the period of the Don and Zaporozhian occupation of
the Ottoman fortress complex at Azak (Azov) (1637-1642)9 -the first four can be firmly dated to 1639
and it is likely that the fifth is from that year as well. With the takeover of the key stronghold of Azak at
the mouth of the Don River, the Cossacks gained unhindered entry into the Sea of Azov. This heightened
the importance of the Straits of Kerch, and put Ottoman control of the Black Sea into considerable jeop
ardy.IO The Cossacks became so well entrenched in Azak that it could not be retaken without a full
fledged land and sea campaign, which, because of the war with Iran and unrest in the capital following the
death of Sultan Murad IV, could not be mounted until 1641. In the meantime, the Ottomans tried to

7Description des contrees du Royaume de Pologne, contenues depuis les conjins de la Moscovie,
iusques aux limites de la Transilvanie, Rouen, 1651. The 1744 English edition used here is based on the
revised second edition, Description d'Ukranie qui sont plusieurs provinces du Royaume de Pologne ... ,
Rouen, 1660.

8 The tersdne-i 'arnire was located in the ~aSlm Pasha district of Istanbul on the Galata side of the
Golden Horn. Home base of the imperial fleet (donanma-i humayun), it was staffed by a large corps of
permanent and temporary craftsmen and laborers who saw to the construction as well as repair and supply
of the ships (Imber 1980: 235-47). Its ket1:Jitdii ("steward, deputy") was the vice admiral of the imperial
fleet and at the same time a kind of senior representative of the captains and officers of its ships. In the
seventeenth century, unlike most ~apudan pCl§as or grand admirals of the fleet, the ket1:Juda of the arsenal
was a professional and, usually, an experienced captain, and was frequently the operational commander
of the fleet (Uzuncarsih 1948: 427-28; Imber 1980: 240,280). Piyale b. 'Abdullah, usually referred to
in the sources as Piyale Ket!J.iida and sometimes as Uzun or Taro ("Long" or "Tall") Piyale Kethiida, was
an accomplished naval commander active from the 1620s (or earlier) until the early 1640s and was involved
in many operations in both the Mediterranean and Black Seas. According to an account in a history of the
Ottoman navy by Katib Celebi, during the great naval battle in 1625 with the Zaporozhian Cossacks in the
waters off Kara Harman (Vadu, a town on the south end of the Danubian delta) he was successful in
saving his ship from the Zaporozhians who, having surrounded it with their fay~as, boarded and overran
it (Tub-Jet: 110-11). After the conclusion of the battle he was rewarded for this feat by being appointed
ket1:Judii of the arsenal, a post which he held until early 1643 when he was appointed ~apudanpCl§a. Some
time late in that year, after returning from campaign, he was executed on the basis of a false accusation
of mishandling funds (TubJet: 114, 143); however, the date given by Katib Celebi for his execution-5
Muharrem 1053/26 March 1643-in Tu/:tJet: 143 and Pezlelee: 226 is contradicted by him in Pezleke: 228,
where Piyale is said to have returned to Istanbul from six months' campaign in Sa'ban 1053/0ctober
November 1643; according to Topcilar Katibi, Piyale returned in Ramaziin 1053/November-December
1643 (see Topcilar: 537a-38b).

90n the Cossack occupation of Azak see Smirnov 1946: 43-90; Novosel'skij 1948: 256-306
passim.

10 After 1637 Cossack activity in the vicinity of the Straits of Kerch increased (viz. the large
encounter across the straits from Kerch near Taman in 1938-see below), and there is evidence that the
Cossacks planned to capture fortresses guarding these straits (see Smirnov 1946: 52, 54, 55).
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contain the increased Cossack raiding activity which ensued and prevent the fall of any further fortresses
defending the Black Sea, the loss of which could have seriously threatened their control of the region. It
is perhaps with this concern in mind that the fortress complex at Ozi, which guarded the entry into the
Black Sea from the Dnieper River, underwent repairs in 1639.

Documents I and II, reports by Piyale Ketl].iid1i and the emin of the imperial naval arsenal, MaJ.<~ud

Aga 11 respectively, relate the state of readiness of the Ottoman fleet and its deployments in the Mediter
ranean and Black Seas in the spring of 1639 at the start of that year's naval campaign season. III and IV,
reports by fifteen commanders and officers from the Ozi fortresses and by Piysle Ket!}iida respectively,
concern the construction work at Ozi and encounters with Cossack jay~a fleets in the vicinity. V, also
by Piyale Ketl].i.ida, recounts the Ottoman fleet's search for a reported §ay~a fleet along both the northern
and southern coasts of the Black Sea at the end of that campaign season. I and IV were first brought to
the fore and published in part by the Paris-based research team headed by Alexandre Bennigsen.' 2

From the point of view of diplomatics, the documents are typical of seventeenth-century reports
sent to the sultan or a high official of the Porte by a member of the Ottoman umercz, that is, a commander
or official. 1 3 However, among published Ottoman documents of this type, III, with its fifteen signatures,
is an uncommon example of a collective report. It should also be noted that there is a textual relationship
between III and IV, as portions of their narratives are parallel and at some points their texts nearly coin-

11 The emln ("administrator, commissioner") of the arsenal was in charge of its revenues and
expenditures, and was also responsible for overseeing the construction, repair, fitting out, and manning
of its ships. He was, after the kapudan p asa and ket!:Jilda, the most senior official of the arsenal. Maksud
was appointed emin of the arsenal at the end of 1635 or beginning of 1636 (Topcilar: 418b) and was trans
ferred to the post of deputy palace-gatekeeper (~apuctlar ketbudilSt) in the second half of 1639 (Topcilar:
518a).

121 (E. 599) is presented in a summarized translation (Khanat: 162-63); IV (E. 2891/1, given
there as "E. 2891/2") is presented in facsimile and summary (Khanat: 160,161-62). For the convenience
of the reader, the facsimile of E. 2891/1 is repeated in this article. Khanat also includes two other reports
by Piyale: E. 4752 (Khanat: 156-57, 159) and E. 2891/2, given as "E. 2891/1" (Khanat: 158,159,161).
While the latter two are from the same period and also relate to the Cossacks, they are more concerned
with Crimean, Polish, and other affairs.

13 The internal characteristics of such documents include an invocatio or invocation to God
written at the top ( .~ , "He" in these documents), an intitulatio replete with praises and prayers for the
addressee and often, when the Ottoman sultan is not the addressee, praises and prayers for him as well.
A title of the addressee is written several centimeters above the first line of the main text and a hiatus is
left in the first line where it is to be read. Between the intitulatio and narratio is the 'arz-i bende budur ki
type transitional formula. The main text is concluded with the ba~iJerman sultanumundur-type formula
which is followed by a signature (in this context "signature" denotes the name of the sender which is
written by the scribe and not by the actual sender). Often for lack of space the main text is continued in
the right-hand margin and sometimes in the top half of the page, which were usually left blank. On the
verso there is sometimes an address and sometimes an imprint of the seal (muhr) of the sender stamped
directly behind the signature written on the recto. This type of document belongs to the broad category
of writings that includes letters, reports, and petitions and which can be called 'arf,'-type. For a brief
treatment of the report-type 'arz see Fekete 1926: lix-lx. For a more detailed treatment of the petitionary
'ars: see Inalcik 1980: 2-5.
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cide. This suggests that these two reports were drawn up in close temporal and spatial proximity, with
either one of the documents being based on the other, or both stemming from a common text. 14

The use in the documents of the word sultanum, "my lord," in reference to the addressee pre
cludes the possibility that they were written to the Ottoman sultan (see n.50). From an address on the
verso of IV indicating that the document was to be sent to the silal:tdarpasa, the chief sword-bearer of the
sultan, it becomes evident thatIV was written to Silaltdar Mu~!afa Pasha, who in 1639 was also the kapu
dan pasa of the Ottoman fleet! 5 Since the other two reports by Piyale Ketl].iida (I, V) and the one by
Maksiid Aga (II) are primarily concerned with the affairs of the fleet, it is most likely that they too were
intended for Silaltdar Mu~tafa Pasha. In fact, a note on the verso of II indicates that the document was
received in the east-central Anatolian town of zile at approximately the same time that, as is known from
other sources, Murad IV and part of the Ottoman army and high command, including Sila1).dar Mu~!afa
Pasha, were encamped there on their return to Istanbul following the reconquest of Baghdad (see n.61).
For III, the collective report from Ozi, there is no obvious addressee, although possibilities include the
grand vizier, the ~ayma~am,as well as Silaltdar Mu~~afaPasha (see n.78).

The documents provide a picture of the deployments of Ottoman warships during the naval cam
paign season. The types of ships mentioned are galley (~adlrga), galliot (~alyata), bastarda, mavna, and
yedek. 16 It becomes evident that the naval forces of the Ottoman Empire were apportioned between

14Cf. III:5·6 and IV:8.10 (the transport of stone to Ozi): III:7·8 and IV:12·14 (the capture of
Cossack informants); III:9·10 and IV:14·16 (the search mission to the island of Tendra); III:I0·14 and
IV:17.22 (the encounter at Tendra). Since the account in IV is fuller and because Piyale outranked the
signatories of III and was their overall commander during the mission to Tendra, it is conceivable that III
was submitted to Piyale , perhaps along with other documents, and used in the compilation of his more
comprehensive report and then sent along with it to the capital in one "package." Alternatively, it is
possible that the compiler of III had access to a copy or draft (musvedde) of IV and incorporated portions
of it while alding other details not found in IV. Finally, there is the possibility that both reports were
compiled on the basis of a common draft.

15Silahdar Mu~~afa Pasha was ~apudan paja from late December 1638/early January 1639, when
he was appointed to the post in Baghdad soon after it fell to the Ottomans (Fe?leke: 205; see also Topcilar:
511b, 512a, 514a), until 26 $evvall049/19 February 1640, when he was appointed beglerbegi of Budin
(Topcilar: 523b). In a list of~apudan pasas, Tul;tfet: 143 gives 1047 (26 May 1637-14 May 1638) as the
year in which Silal;.dar Mustafa was appointed kapudan pClJa, which cannot be accepted in light of the
above citation in Fezleke and repeated mentions by Topcilar Katibi of Kara (Kernankes) Mugafa Pasha
as ~apudan paja at least until late December 1638, when the latter was appointed grand vizier (Topcilar:
495b, SOla, 506a). Insofar as is known, SilaI;tdar Mu~!afa did not have any naval experience prior to his
appointment as kapudan pasa.

16The seventeenth-century ~adlrga had one or two masts with lateen sails and usually 25 thwarts
on each side with three to five oarsmen per thwart. Several cannons were placed at the prow and perhaps
also on the sides. A typical crew included 150-200 oarsmen, 100-150 or more troops, plus about 35
skilled hands-caulkers, carpenters, oarmakers, sailmakers, etc. (Tu/:tfet: 153; Uzuncarsih 1948: 461-63;
Imber 1980: 214f£.). The kalyata was a smaller galley with 19-24 thwarts on each side and able to carry
about 125 troops. Faster than the standard galley, it was especially useful for pursuit of enemy ships and
reconnaissance. According to Katib Celebi, when the fleet was in transit, two ~alyatas would sail three
mils (on mil see n.86) in advance of the fleet and, when in port, two ~alyatas would stand guard two or
three mils offshore (Tu/:tfet: 151-52, 159; Uzun~ar§1l11948:460). The bastarda was a large galley reserved
for the ~apudan pClJa and other important naval commanders with 26-36 thwarts on each side and five to
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the Black and Mediterranean Seas according to the exigencies of a particular year (I, II). In 1639 the
majority of the ships belonging to the imperial naval arsenal were assigned to the Black Sea, while a few
were sent to reinforce those ships based not in the arsenal but rather in the maritime provinces of the
Aegean-the so-called beg gemileri or beg-ships17-and those belonging to the fleets of Tunis and Algiers
engaged in the defense of the Mediterranean region. Conversely, some beg-ships were sent to supplement
the imperial fleet in the Black Sea. The mentions of nine beg-ships assigned to the Black Sea in that year
and seven beg-ships in the previous year are perhaps indications of the typical beg-ship force assigned to
the Black Sea annually. On the sail to chi, as well as on the return to Istanbul, the fleet sailed in at least
two groups-one along the Rumelian and another along the Anatolian coasts of the Black Sea. 1

8 In V it
is pointed out that such a division of the fleet made possible the simultaneous patrol and defense of both
shores of the sea. Presumably another benefit was the more even distribution among the Black Sea ports
of the burden of resupplying the ships (see n.l09).

One document (II) also contains valuable information on the troop composition of a fleet sent
to the Black Sea. In the Ottoman fleet, troops were mostly regular land forces 19 and, as is confirmed in
this document, troops from only one corps were assigned to a given ship. 2

0 Of the thirty-two ships of the
imperial naval arsenal assigned to the Black Sea in 1639, six were manned by janissaries, four by cebecis,21
and twenty-two by timar-holders. Another document also mentions the presence of levends on this fleet

seven oarsmen per thwart (Tubfet: 152-53; Uzuncarsili 1948: 463-65; Soucek 1975: 237-38). Themavna
was a large galley with 26 or more thwarts on each side and seven oarsmen per thwart (similar to the
galleass). It had two decks with about ten cannons per side on top and the oarsmen on the bottom (TulJ
fet: 152; Uzuncarsih 1948: 460-61; Imber 1980: 218). Yedek refers to any ship towed by another,
although in the sources it seems also to denote a particular type of ship towed by a galley, perhaps carrying
extra supplies and troops; descriptions of it, e.g., whether it could sail under its own power and other
details, are lacking in the standard works.

17Beg gemileri refers to ships, usually of the galley-type, based in one of the maritime sancak«
of the Aegean or eastern Mediterranean regions which belonged to the eyalet of the ~apudan pasa: The
sanca~begis of such sancaks, known as derya begleri or sea-begs, were responsible for fitting out, manning
and usually commanding their respective beg-ship or ships (Tubfet: 146-50; Lewis B. 1961).

18 In IV it is clear that the main part of the fleet sailed to 6zi along the Rumelian coast while,
concerning the rest of the ships, it is only stated that a squadron was sent from the Bosphorus along the
Anatolian coast but had not yet linked up with the main part of the fleet (IV: 64.65). It is evident from
other sources that the fleet would often follow the Anatolian coast as far as Sinop or Samsun and then
sail straight across the sea to the Crimea (see Basbakanlik Arsivi [Archive of the Prime Minister (Istan
bul)] , Muhimme defteri 83: nos. 83-122; Topcilar: 529b). At the end of the 1639 campaign, the main
part of the fleet took the latter route back to Istanbul, while the rest of the fleet followed the Rumelian
coast (V).

19Imber 1980: 260.
2ocf. Katib Celebi's statement, "out of 21 galleys, nine were janissary ships (yenigeri gemisi)"

in his relation of the battle with the Cossacks at Kara Harman (Tubfet: 110; for another example see
Topcilar: 518a).

21A cebeci ("armorer") was a member of a ~apu~uIJ corps responsible for manufacturing, main
taining, guarding and transporting small weapons (Uzuncarsih 1944: 3-21). Aside from their traditional
role in battle of cleaning and repairing jammed muskets at the side of the janissaries and resupplying ammu
nition, it seems that they also participated in actual fighting (cf. references to the cebecis on ships assigned
to missions in the Black Sea against the Cossacks as "musket-bearing" [tufengli cebeci] in Topcilar: 456a,
492b).
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__ (IV).2_2 _Despite .the preponderance of timariot forces, their tardiness in reporting .forduty.and absenteeism
were obviously problems. Even though, according to the given document, the fleet had already left the
arsenal and was anchored at Kavak near the entry to the Black Sea, the muster of timariots had not yet
been completed. At this point Maksud Aga, the author of II, promises that separate registers listing those
timariots who reported at the muster places and those liable for paying the fee exempting them from
service (bedel) would be sent to the addressee, i.e., the ~apudanpaJa.23

The signatures at the bottom of III indicating the agas or commanders of the various military
units stationed at Chi-one for the aga of the eebeeis, four for agas of 'azeb units, three for agas of farisan
units, and two for agas of topci units.' 4-provide a rare sampling of the composition of the troops garri-

22 In the naval context, a levend was a musket-bearing soldier hired on a daily-wage basis for
duty on a ship during campaign. Levends also served as oarsmen, guards, and marines for shore landings
(Kramers, Griswold 1983: 728-29).

230n the importance of timariots in the fleet see Tu/:tfet: 146-48; Imber 1980: 261-65; LewisB.
1961. Usually the timariots assigned to the fleet were from the maritime sancaks under the kapudan PaJa,
although in times of need they would also be drawn from other maritime or even non-maritime sancaks
as well. Although timariots from the maritime sancaks are often referred to as sipahis in the sources, it
is most likely that, on naval campaigns such as the one in these documents, they were without their horses
(cf. Guilrnartin 1974: 113-14); by the seventeenth century they were apparently armed with firearms
(see Inalcik 1975: 199; Imber 1980: 265). As in the case of campaigns in the Mediterranean in which
timariots would board the ships outside the capital, usually at the Dardanelles, perhaps here the timariots
were ordered to gather in the vicinity of Kavak or ferried there from other gathering places. This would
help explain the apparent delay of the fleet there. Although twenty-two ships were designated for timari
ots, it is impossible to determine on the basis of this document whether so many timariots actually partici
pated on this campaign. Note that in reference to actual combat in IV, janissaries, eebecis and levends, but
not timariots, are mentioned. Perhaps the levends were hired in place of those timariots who failed to
report to the fleet (cf. the levy of fortress-soldiers [l:ti~ar erleri] and volunteers to compensate for timariots
in such situations, Imber 1980: 262).

24 0 ne of the functions of thecebecis (see n.21) was to serve tours, usually of three years, in
frontier fortresses where they were in charge of the fortress arsenals (cebehime], Here 'azeb refers to a
type of musket-armed light infantryman who served in a provincial fortress. was of local origin and was
paid with local funds (Uzuncarsih 1950; Inalcik 1975: 199; Murphey 1979: 178). Although faris (sing.
for farisan) was usually a synonym for sipaltt or member of the timariot cavalry, farisan here (III) refers
to another cavalry formation since the timar system was not in effect in the northern Black Sea region
(Beldiceanu-Steinherr, Berindei, Veinstein 1979; Berindei, Veinstein 1981: 273, 318 n.38; Evliya Celebi
confirms this for the vicinity of chi, Evliyd TSK: 56b; Evliya 5: 179-80; Evliya 1961: 111). Although
little is known about the farisan formation, especially in this region, judging from what is known about
other frontier-garrison troops, they were almost certainly of local origin and salaried from local funds (cf.
'ulufeciyan-i suvCin or farisCin in Fekete 1955: 97; see also Murphey 1979: 177-80; Uzuncarsih 1943: 3).
The farisan formation may have resembled that of the gonulluyan who were also mounted garrison troops
serving for pay ('ulufe), although as auxiliaries to janissaries which were not present at (hi, and who would
after several years' service become part of permanent regiments. In seventeenth-century sources the gonul
luyCin are mentioned beside other paid auxiliaries of provincial origin including the farisan (Inalcik 1965).
A topes ("cannoneer, gunner") was a member of a ~apu~ull corps responsible for the manufacture, care
and operation of cannons as well as for their munitions. One of their functions was to serve in frontier
fortresses (Uzuncarsih 1944: 33-93).
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soned at the fortress complex. Although it is unlikely that the units commanded by these agas represented
all units of the 6zi garrisons, it is worth noting that local forces, that is, the 'azebs and ftiriso.n" predominate
in this sampling. Only the aga of the cebecis is qualified as being "of the Sublime Porte" (dergsh-! 'ali),
that is, of the forces directly attached to the central government (~apukull).2s The absence of a signature
for an aga of the janissaries, the most important of the ~apukull troops, supports the claim by the mid
seventeenth-century Ottoman traveler Evliya Celebi that there were no janissaries stationed at 6zi.26

Evident from the documents is the importance of information on the Cossacks' plans and forces
for the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea including the whereabouts of their ~ayka fleets. Thus, ships were
sent ahead of the fleet to learn of new developments in the northern Black Sea region (II). In another
instance, land forces were dispatched along threatened coastal regions of Anatolia to obtain information
on possible Cossack raiding activity (V). The gathering and reporting of information to the fleet (II) and
the relay of communications between various far-flung portions of the fleet (V) were among the auxiliary
functions of the beg-ships. The Ottoman fleet also relied on private merchant ships for these tasks (V).

The most effective method of obtaining intelligence on the Cossacks was the dispatch of local
troops and flotillas on missions to capture "informants" (dils, "tongues"). In the winter prior to the 1639
naval campaign season, the ~apudan27 of Ozi sent a raiding party in boats up the Dnieper River (II).
From one captured informant, the arsenal in Istanbul was able to learn, perhaps even before the Cossacks
set out for the Black Sea, that five ~ay~as were already fitted out while ten more were on the point of
being fitted out. During the campaign that summer, the Oz! forces sent raiding parties by land and by
water to capture informants for intelligence on current raiding activities of the Cossacks (III, IV). It is
interesting that it was not considered sufficient to interrogate a captured informant at Ozi. Rather, judging
by two instances in these documents, it was apparently a common practice to send a captured Cossack all
the way to the arsenal in Istanbul for further interrogation (II, IV). Although the case of a captured
Cossack not responding truthfully at 6zi shows that such captives did not always acquiesce (III, IV), it
seems that the Ottomans would not have troubled sending a Cossack the great distance to the capital with
out reasonable certainty that he would cooperate. Such a captive, perhaps a prominent or experienced
Cossack, could presumably be convinced or compelled to defect to the Ottomans once he found himself
in the great capital with little hope of rejoining his comrades. Aside from having the opportunity to cross
examine useful captured informants, perhaps the authorities in the arsenal profited from their continual
presence by drawing, when the need arose, upon their expert knowledge of Cossack methods and affairs,
local conditions and geography, and so forth.

The documents provide only a few details on the construction work at Ozi and the fleet's role in
it (III, IV): the fleet imported both skilled and unskilled labor; three days after it sailed in, the foundation
for the unspecified construction was completed. Because of a delay in the arrival of wagons from Moldavia
and Wallachia for the transport of stone, galleys and boats of the fleet (~andals) and local barges (tombazes)
had to bring in a load of stone to the construction site every few days. At night the ships were stationed in
the mouth of the Dnieper by the tower of Kilburun (Kinburn)28 to prevent Cossack attack or passage.

25Presumably the iopcts were also ~apukull troops (Uzuncarsih 1944: 33-93), though it is sur
prising that "of the Sublime Porte" (dergah-i 'alr) is not part of the signatures for their agas.

26 Evliya TSK: 56b;Evliya 5: 180; Evliya 1960: 111.
271n this context, ~apudan denotes a local official based in a maritime or river town who com

manded its defensive flotilla and tended to its boats and ships (Beldiceanu 1973: 603; Uzuncarsili 1948:
403-404).

28 Located on the left bank of the Dnieper estuary across from 6zi.
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Another Tcpkapi document (E. 6019), a report by IjaliJ. Pasha, beglerbegi of Ozi (who according to III
was in charge of the forces assigned by land to the construction at Ozi) provides information on the nature
and location of the construction and complements the accounts in III and IV:

... previously a wall [made] of interwoven branches (cit divan) at New Fortress (~al'e-i cedid),
which was built by the late bapudan [pasa] I;:Iasan Pasha near the Ozi Fortress, became dilapidated
and up until now lies in ruin. Since to not restore it would be contrary to the interest of the
state, experts (ehl-i vu~uf adamlar) were sent to it. According to their estimates of the dilapidated
wall, its size was two hundred ;?ir!i's (1 ;? ~ 70 ern) in length, that is, one-half of four hundred
;;ir!i's and twelve ;;ir!i's in height. As the [new wall] was to be built of stone, the experts' estimates
of the timber29 and other materials (levaztrndt} that would be needed were recorded in a register
(defter oltnup]. When, before this, permission for the construction was requested from the gate of
good fortune [i.e., the Porte], the firman of the padishah for the construction arrived. Therefore
our men, his slaves, were sent with noble orders [enjoining] that of the necessary supplies, a

quantity be provided from Moldavia and a quantity from Wallachia. The voyvodas (governors
of Moldavia and Wallachia) made some preparations and procurements, but concerning other
provisions they made excuses and pleas and proceeded with negligence. [However] because
now strict noble orders from the threshold of felicity [i.e., tire Porte] have reached the above
mentioned voyvodas, [they] are expending absolutely all of their strength for the gathering
and collection of the aforementioned materials. If God-be He exalted!-wills it, henceforth
they will not have the power to waver ....3

0

29Presumably the timber (keraste) was needed for the foundation, support beams or scaffolding.
30 According to a note on its verso, E. 6019/1 was received (probably in Istanbul) on 26 RebiL

1049/27 July 1639; thus it was written about the same time as III and IV. Further information concerning
the delay of the wagons from Moldavia and Wallachia can be found in reports in the Topkapi by the voy
vodas of Wallachia and Moldavia (E. 8066 and E. 5543/1). The Wallachian voyvoda, Matei Basarab, in a
letter to the Porte with a date on its verso (presumably indicating the time of delivery) of 30 Rebl' 11049/
31 July 1639, confirms the receipt of the two successive orders mentioned by Ijalil Pasha, adding that the
one from the Porte (i.e., the second one mentioned by Baill) was delivered on 10 Rebi' 11049/11 July
1639 by a cavus (an official who delivered and enforced orders) of the imperial naval arsenal, while the
original order from tIal1l Pasha arrived three or four days earlier (7 or 8 July). He also mentions that both
orders commanded the prompt dispatch of tarabonds (a mercenary firearm-bearing infantry corps attached
to the voyvoda of one of the Romanian principalities, Grigoras 1971: 165-69), and wagons to the Ozi
fortress designated for repairs. But he protests that he obeyed the first order without delay and that, by
the time the second one arrived (i.e., the one from the Porte), the tarobands, wagons and necessary supplies
were ready and that on 13 Reb!' 11049/14 July 1639 they set out for Ozi. For his part, the Moldavian
voyvoda, Vasile Lupu, states in his letter to the Porte (which has the same date on its verso as the verso of
E. 8066) that, while he had been ordered to provide 2,000 tarabands and 400 wagons for the repair work
at Ozi (the wagons here, however, are specified as being for the transport of timber), it was beyond the
means of his country to supply so many iarabands and wagons. However, he was doing everything possible
to gather both in the quantities he had supplied to the Ottomans on many other occasions and was sending
two boyars or noblemen along with his aga of iarabands to the Porte to make further explanations. E.
5543, the report by Vasile Lupu, is published in Decei 1972: 76-69. The date on its verso is given in
Documente: 168 (however, there, for "rebi II" read "rebi I"). Since the tarabands were an elite mercenary
corps, it is unlikely that their services were ordered merely to escort the wagons or to work at the repair
site. Being a firearm-bearing force, it is more likely that they were needed to reinforce the Ozi garrison
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Although the development of the Ozi fortress complex is not well known, from the account given
by Evliya Celebi it is evident that in the second quarter of the seventeenth century there were four for
tresses on the Ozi side (i.e., right bank) of the Dnieper and a fortress on the Kilburun side (i.e., left bank).
Three of the fortresses on the Ozi side were built in a line perpendicular to the bank of the Dnieper and
attached to each other: on a hill farthest from the river was the old citadel called "Old Fortress of Ozi"
(~al'e-i 'ati~-i Uzi). Next to it, descending toward the Dnieper, was "New Fortress" (~al'e-i cedid), also
called "Middle Fortress" (orta l;ti$ar). Then came "Hasan's or Hasan Pasha's Fortress" (Hasan ~al'esi or
Hasan pCI§a ~al'esi), which was also known as "New Fortress of Hasan Pasha" (~al'e-i cedid-i Hasan pCI§a;
see n.32). Several hundred meters downstream, on a sand spit and at the closest point on the right bank
opposite the fortress of Kilburun was "New Palanka" (palan~a-i cedid).31 The qualification in Ijalil
Pasha's report that the so-called ~al'e-i cedid was built by ~apudan pCl§a Hasan leaves little doubt that
the construction work in III and IV was not on New Fortress/Middle Fortress but on Hasan's Fortress/New
Fortress of Hasan Pasha. According to Evliya Celebi, this latter fortress, built at the very edge of the
Dnieper by Hasan Pasha in 1036/1626-1627 and in front of which Cossack §ay~as would often pass, was, of
all the fortresses at Ozi, in the highest state of readiness in the face of the Cossack threat.32

As for actual encounters with the Cossacks, most revealing is the dramatic eyewitness testimony
recounting an incident at the island of Tendra (III, IV). There, on 16 July 1639, nine §ay~as were inter
cepted by seven galleys and fourteen boats. Faced with this overwhelming force (seven galleys alone
comprised a force of about a thousand troops along with more than a thousand oarsmen), the immediate
response of the Cossacks was to withdraw their $ay~as into shallow and reed-filled waters which the galleys
could not enter. The Cossack reliance on shallows ($tg) and reedbeds (sazlt~ or ~amtjlt~) plays promi
nently in Ottoman accounts.f 3 Because it had no keel, the Cossack jay ~a was ideally suited for navigation
in such waters. The presence of extensive shallows, many sandbars, and the abundance of tall reedbeds
along the northern shores of the Black Sea, from the Danubian delta past the mouth of the Dnieper, as well
as along the shores of the Sea of Azov, 34 gave the Cossack §ayka a significant advantage over the Ottoman
galley. 3

5 In response to the Cossack tactic of taking advantage of such waters, the galleys would attempt

and to protect the repair site from possible Cossack attack (see n.119). Perhaps the reluctance or inability
of the voyvodas to obey promptly the orders to send wagons and iarabands to Ozi was related to the fact
that in 1638 they had been required to send to Mosul 300 to 400 pack horses as well as troops who arrived
there only in November of that year (Topcilar: 510b).

31Evliya TSK: 56b-58a; Evliya 5: 179-84; Evliya 1961: 111-16. These four fortresses are men
tioned in a register from 1627 relating to an expedition to Ozi (Basbakanlik Arsivi, Tapu ve tahrir 748: 1b).
A palanka was a small fortress usually made of mud bricks, earthworks or wood, often hastily constructed.

32Evliya TSK: 57a-57b; Evliya 5:182; Evliya 1961: 113-14. Evliya Celebi's date is probably
reliable since, in the register from 1627 mentioned in the previous note, this fortress is referred to as
~al'e-i cedid-i Hasan pCl§a ki micceddeden bind kerde, "New Fortress of Hasan Pasha which is newly built."

33E.g., see Tubfet: 107,109,112-14.
34E.g., see Zelenyj 1868: 170.
35 Concerning the Cossack use of shallows and reedbeds, Beauplan says only that the Cossacks

would hide in reed-filled waters upsream from the mouth of the Dnieper waiting for the opportune moment
to slip out onto the sea (Beauplan: 465); Krejs, writing at the end of the seventeenth century, calls the
Cossacks masters of sailing close to the shore (Krejs: 71). Chevalier, writing in the early second half of the
seventeenth century, states that "it was impossible to catch up to [the Cossacks] once they fled into the
reeds or close to the shore where the galleys could not go" (Chevalier: 42-43).
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to bombard the Jai~as with their artillery.36 However, when the gradient of the sea bottom was gradual
enough, the ~ay~as could retreat beyond the range of the galleys' guns.

By the late 1630s, if not earlier, the Ottomans began to employ a formidable countertactic.
Rowboats and barges (known as sandals and iombazes respectively) ,3 7 manned by troops and sometimes
carrying artillery, would be sent into the shallows and reedbeds to assault the 5ay~as. It appears that
in such waters the mounting of such assaults was often the only way to defeat and capture the §ay~as

since the extensive supplies they carried made them well suited for enduring "sieges" by the galleys. Even
when the galleys could draw close enough so that the Jay ~as would be within range of their guns, without
an assault by sandals and iornbazes the Cossacks were known to escape under the cover of darkness. For
instance, in a large and protracted encounter in 1638 in the Straits of Kerch near Taman, Piyale Kethuda
was on several separate occasions able to trap a large ~ay~a fleet. The first time, the Cossacks minimized
their losses by moving most of their §ay~as into shallow water beyond the artillery's reach. On the second
occasion, Piyale Ketb-uda was able to land some cannons from his galleys and, dragging them along the
shore to the Cossacks' rear, bombard them from both land and sea. However, in both instances, most of
the 5ay~as slipped past the blockade at night, navigating along shallow waters. 38 Nevertheless, the galleys
managed to keep up with the fleeing Cossacks and trap them several more times. Piyale Kethilda was able
to defeat the Cossacks only after repeated assaults on their shallow-water and reedbed sanctuaries using
sandals and tombazes. It is significant that, even when the Cossacks were completely surrounded from
both land and sea with no possibility of escape, the chronicle account states that it was necessary to bring
in extra tombazes from Kerch to reinforce the sandals and mount an all-out assault because the §ay~as

had enough supplies to outlast the besieging force. 39
In the encounter in the shallow waters along Tendra, the galleys were unable to draw within

cannon range; sandals and tombazes carrying troops from 6~i and deployed alongside the ships were

36 Cf. Beauplan's statement that bombardment by the Ottoman galleys would inflict heavy losses
upon the Cossacks when the galleys encountered the §ay~as on the open sea (Beauplan: 466).

37 Sandal has denoted a variety of oared boats including small rowboats (e.g., a two-oared rowboat
according to Pakahn 3: 122; a small boat carrying a few passengers according to Mantran 1962: 98-99),
as well as large rowboats or longboats (e.g., a wide boat, shallop according to Radloff 4: 304-305; "the
largest boat carried by a ship, with seven to twelve pairs of oars," and other examples cited in Kahane,
Tietze 1958: 565). In these documents sandal refers to large, longboat-type boats carried by galleysv-in
IV, Piyale requests that the arsenal not fail to equip each new galley with a sandal, and he provides a rare
indication of the size of sandals in the fleet ("thirteen-thwart sandal," IV: 49·50, see n.139); note that
the sandals were large enough to transport stone to Ozi (IV:9). Tomhaz (also tonbaz, donbaz) was a keel
less and flat-bottomed barge-type boat used for transport of heavy loads, mainly in rivers (Pakalm 3: 511;
Redhouse: 1181; Tarama: 3819). Although the shapes and sizes of tombazes are not certain, judging by
the higher tax rates levied on their loads, they could carry much more cargo than Ottoman §ay~as used
for river transport (Cvetkova 1970: 292).

38 In an incident at Tendra in 1621, Ottoman galliots (~alyata), using their cannons, decimated
a Cossack fleet that had taken refuge in shallow water. But because the water was shallow, the galliots
could not rush the §ay~as, and the latter succeeded in escaping during the night (Tu/:tfet: 109). Perhaps
at that time the Ottoman countertactic involving smaller boats had not yet been adopted?

39The account of Piyale's encounter with the Cossacks in 1638 is given by Katib Celebi (Tubfet:
112-13; Pezleke: 209-11) and repeated by Na'ima (Na'ima: 395-98). It contains many other significant
details of tactics involved in Cossack-Ottoman clashes and merits a full translation and commentary.
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reinforced with janissaries, cebecis and levends from the galleys and were immediately sent after the jay~as.

In the ensuing chase along the length of this narrow island, the boats pursued along one side while the
galleys covered the other, presumably because the Cossacks were fleeing along both sides of the island or
because they might otherwise have escaped by drawing their keelless boats across the width of the narrow
island. The pursuers were on the verge of overtaking the Cossacks when a sudden heavy storm threw the
adversaries into disarray. Ensuing high winds pinned both sides down for the rest of the day, that night,
and the entire next day. Then at dusk, fearing that the weather would turn calm and that they would
subsequently be overcome by their pursuers, the Cossacks attempted to flee. They headed for shore
and, after abandoning their jay~as, fled into thick brush. The §ay~as (at this point both III and IV state
that there were ten §ay~as instead of nine) were captured with their equipment and supplies while, accord
ing to III, mo st of the Cossacks fell into the hands of the Tatars.

The unsuitability of the sandals and iombazes for withstanding storms and tall waves, as is clear
from III and IV, reveals a weak point in the tactic used to counter the Cossack reliance on shallows and
reedbeds. The high surf that occurs in shallow water no doubt compounded the predicament of these
boats. While the documents do not explicitly relate how the §ay~as fared in the rough weather, they too
must have been temporarily disabled. However, it may well have been that these jay~as had reeds tied to
their sides (according to Beauplan and others, a technique used by the Cossacks for improving flotation),
which allowed them to take in much water without sinking.

Nevertheless, the use of smaller boats was a significant advance in combatting the Cossacks.
Speaking as a professional and experienced naval commander, Piyale Kethuda, with a note of admonish
ment directed at his superior, the ~apudan pasa of the Ottoman fleet, leaves no doubt as to the reasons
for the Cossack successes in the Black Sea:

[the Cossack §aybas] are present on very windy and stormy days and in extremely shallow and
narrow places. There is no end or conclusion to their successes ... (IV:25.26); however many
galleys are launched, may one sandal be built for each one of them and launched together [with
it] . . . [otherwise] revenge ... will not be taken, and service [in the name of the sultan] ...
[as well as] freedom from shame will not be, [for] when they [i.e., the §aybas] are found in
such shallow parts and reedy places by [our] large galleys, the effort is wasted and the service
is in vain (IV:51·61).

Concerning the problem of inclement weather, the fact that in V the early onset of the autumn storms
forced a squadron of galleys into port at Sinop and eventually to head back to Istanbul, while at the same
time the §ayJi,a fleet which they had been in search of was still considered a threat, supports the evidence
that such weather conditions worked to the advantage of the Cossacks.

The documents include further examples of actions taken against Cossack-raiding parties; In one
case, referred to above, a squadron of galleys, having been notified that twenty-one jay~as had set out
from Azak, covered a great distance patrolling the coast from Ozi to the Crimean port of Kefe (Caffa,
today Feodosia) and then crossed the sea, extending its search to the Anatolian coast. When stormy
weather forced the squadron to port in Sinop, the search could only be continued by mounted fortress
soldiers (atlu bi§iir erleri) who were sent a great distance in both directions along the Anatolian coast
(V). In another instance, local musket-bearing cavalry sent out from Ozi, also without naval support, to
shores in the vicinity in hope of surprising Cossacks who had come ashore was successful in encountering
a Cossack raiding party. The strategy implicit here is worth noting: rather than reacting to sightings of
Cossacks and sending troops in pursuit, the Ozi authorities dispatched their forces to probable landing
places of the Cossacks (~araya dokilecek yerlere ibtimalle ... , IV:32) hoping to engage them before they
reembarked or perhaps even to ambush the Cossacks as they came ashore. The explicit mention of musket
bearing cavalry (atlu ve tufeng-endOz yarar yigitler, IV:33·34) is an indication of the importance of com-
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bined mo bility and firepower for intercepting and successfully engaging the elusive Cossacks, who were
primarily a musket-bearing force.4 0

That there were places in the vicinity of ()zi which the defending forces considered as likely
landing places for the Cossacks is in itself worthy of notice. The account of the incident at Tendra also
mentions that the Ottoman forces headed for that particular island because there was a chance that the
Cossacks might be there (Tintere nam atada ib-timali ile ... ,IV:14). These two instances suggest that
there were sites near the mouth of the Dnieper, some known to the Ottomans, where the Cossacks would
come ashore to rest and replenish water supplies, particularly after their arduous sea journey on the return
from their raids.41 Tendra must have been an ideal stopover place for the Zaporozhians: it was strategi
cally located near the mouth of the Dnieper and near a valley in the Kilburun peninsula (Kinburns'kakosa)
which, according to Beauplan, was flooded at times, allowing the Cossacks to proceed part way across
the peninsula by water and then portage to the Dnieper, bypassing the fortresses of ()zi. 4

2 And it was a
good place of refuge, with its shallow waters and reedbeds, ample supply of drinking water43 and apparent
lack of inhabitants.44

The documents suggest that the imperial naval arsenal and imperial fleet played a prominent, if
not predominant, role in coordinating and directing the defensive effort in the Black Sea. For example,
a cauus of the imperial naval arsenal (terssne-i 'iimire r;;avu~!) was dispatched to the strategic Straits of
Kerch to make sure that local officials reported without delay any sign of Cossack activity (IV). (In Matei
Basarab's report mentioned above, it was a casrus of the arsenal who delivered initial orders that men and
materials be sent from Wallachia to the construction site at Ozi.) As was pointed out above, local author
ities sent informa tion extracted from captured Cossacks and even the informants themselves to the imperial
naval arsenal. And local forces, whether at ()zi or Sinop, were put at the disposal of the fleet (III, IV, V).

Interesting in one of the documents is the mention of the recovery of a. group of young Turkish
boys and women from a Cossack raiding party (IV). Although there is other evidence that the Cossacks
took captives,4S presumably either to sell as slaves or to hold for ransom, this activity has not yet been
the subject of a systematic study.

Although the documents tend to highlight the exploints of the Ottoman forces against the Cos
sacks, they also at times, as in Piyale Kethuda's comments cited above, betray a sense of exasperation and

4°Inalcik has pointed out that firearms used by the Cossacks in the service of voyvoda Mihal
were the cause of an unexpected defeat for the Ottomans in Wallachia (Inalcik 1975: 199). Cf, also Evliya
Celebi's mention that on one occasion musket-bearing peasantry (tUJeng-endaz re'CiyCi) from the Laz were
marshalled against a Cossack surprise attack on the southeastern Black Sea town of Giinye (cited in Inalcik
1975: 202).

41 Beauplan speaks of the weary condition of the Cossacks upon reaching the mouth of the Dnie
per on the return from their expeditions (Beauplan: 466). In the first example it is clear that the Cossacks
already had booty when they came ashore near ()zi only to he surprised by the Ozi forces (see IV:35-42).
Although it is possible that they landed to do some further raiding, it seems at least as likely that they
were making a stopover on their return journey. In the case of their stopping at Tendra, it seems most
unlikely that there were any inhabited points. on the island to raid.

42Beauplan: 466.
43 Beauplan: 455. According to a nineteenth-century description, the waters around Tendra were

known for their abundance of fish (Rossija: 656-57).
44 Another known instance of the Cossacks stopping at Tendra was in the fall of 1621 when 26

~ay~as anchored there on their return from the Black Sea (Tub-Jet: 109; see n.38).
45E.g., Beauplan: 448; Krejs: 72; Hrusevs'kyj 1922: 28, 34; Khanat: 169.
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frustration reflecting the difficult situation in the Black Sea. Yet the determination and relentlessness
of the defending forces is striking. From the documents it is clear that they were vigilant of even relatively
small Cossack raiding parties. Thus, for example, the information that two separate parties of five and
ten ~ay~as were about to set out for the Black Sea was important enough to report to the bapudan p~a
of the Ottoman fleet (1I).46 Once it was learned that even a small $ay~a fleet was active in the Black Sea,
it was identified by the number of reported ~ay~as, and information on its progress was sought out while
measures were taken in earnest to track down and intercept it (III, IV, V). The events related in these
documents were minor incidents in comparison with the spectacular events of this era which have made a
greater impression on its chroniclers: the famous raids on cities such as Trabzon, Sinop and Varna by
scores of §aykas carrying thousands of Cossacks or the large naval battles between the saykas and Ottoman
galleys.47 However, the documents suggest that the frequency of raids by smaller ~ayba fleets and the
disruption they caused have been underestimated. Further examination of the sources may change the
traditional image of Cossack naval expeditions, demonstrating instead that the small raid constituted an
effective and perhaps more typical form of Cossack attack on the Ottoman Black Sea.

46 It should be kept in mind, however, that, for example, ten ~ay~as carried a not insignificant
force of 500 to 700 Cossacks.

47In Tusin's appendix listing naval raids by the Cossacks on the Caspian, Azov and Black Seas,
which represents evidence from chronicles, travelers' accounts and some documentary sources (but not
Ottoman documents), the average Cossack expedition on the Black Sea and Sea of Azov in the first half
of the seventeenth century had more than 60 §ay~as (see Tusin 1978: 162-66).
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I. Topkapr Sarayi Miizesi Ar§ivi E. 59948

Report by Piyale Ket1].i.ida on the departure of the Ottoman fleet from the arsenal in Istanbul on its way to
the Black Sea; includes information on naval deployments in the Mediterranean and Black Seas; sent from
Kavak on the Bosphorus and probably intended for bapudan Pa.5a Silil.1.J.dil.r Mu~!afil. who at the time was
in eastern Anatolia, between Diyarbakir and Sivas; undated (written after 24 ~i'l-/:ticce 1048/28 April
1639).49

FORMAT: 41.5 x 29.5 em
WATERMARK: crescent with human profile
INVOCATIO: 0.5 ern below top edge, 20 ern above text (not visible in facsimile)
VERSO: blank
COM.I\IlENTS: black ink

I. TEXT

Hiive

1 sa'adetlii ve devJ.etlii ve 'izzetlii sultanum hazretlerinufi lJakipay-i serif-i sa'adet-bahslanna rily-i 'ubiidiyet
malide Iplmup leyl u nehar tIaIs:4 siibhanehu ve te'ala sa'ftdetlil ve sevketlil 2 ve 'azametlti pMi§ahlmuz
hazretleriniifi viicud-i seriflerin vata vu hatarlardan masfm u me'miln ve 'omr u devletlerin yevmen fe
yevmen efziln idiip yerde ve bahrda olan 3 'asakir-i zater-me'aslrlerin mansflr u rnuzaffer idiip taht-i sa'adet
baht-i saQib·l,manm ba~l vu paydar ltmek da'vatma bi-hulfisr'l-bal mtldavemet ohndugmdan gayn sa'adetlii
4 ve devletlli sultanum !).~retleriniin dahl tIaIs:~ siibhanehu ve te'ala vucftd-l §eiiflerin vata vu hatarlardan
saklayup 'omr u devletlerin ziyade idiip mesned-i devletde ber-karar itmek du'alanna 5 muvazebetde
olmdugi 'al? olmdukdan sofira 'arz-i bende-i bl-viiciid budur ki donanma-i htimayun ahvalinden tefahhus-i
'allleri erzani buyunlur-ise el-hamdil li-llahi te'aIa sa'adetlti devletlii 6 pMi§ahlmuz 1}.a~retleriniifive 'izzetlii
sultanum hazretleriniifi eyyam-i devletlerinde tersane-i 'amirede senin-i sabllfada donadilup il].rac olmdugi
iizere bu sene-i miib8rekede 7 dahi miikemmel u miiretteb l,m~ pare gemi donadilup ~ala bu edna vu
kemter kullanyle otuz iki pare tersane gemisi Kara defiiz seferine ta'yin olmup her geminiifi 8 kiirekci ve
cengcisi ve saylr levazima] u miihimmflti gorillip isbu mah-i Z;l'l-!).icceniifi yigirmi dordiinci giini de'b-i
Is:adim iizere donanma Besiktasa l<1~UP andan sofira 9 sa'adetlit ve sevketltl padlsahimuzufi ferman-i §erlfleri
iizere Kavak limanmda aram olmup ferman buyunldugi lizere hidemat-i 'aliyye edasmda bezl-i Is:udret-i
bendegi 10 olmur bentim sa'adetlil ve devletlii sultanum bu Is:ullan.yle Kara defiize ta'yin ohnan otuz iki
gemiden gayrl t0Is:uz ~It'a umera gemisi ta'yin olmup ikisi donanma cikmazdan 11 evvel geliip tersanede
buhnmak He ozi ve Kefe taraflanna haber iciin irsal ohnup yedi ~It'asl hentiz dahi gelmemisdilr ve tersane
den donadilan 12 gemilerden iil< l,nra Rodos gemisi Be iki lflt'a gemi AIs: deiiiz muhafazasmda olup sa'adetlii
sultanum hazretlerlniifi bastardalanyle yedek ve mavna !;lala 13 miiretteb u miikemmel donanmis I).a~lr u
miiheyya tersane-i 'amirede durup taraf-i seriflerinden emr-i seriflerine mevkfifdur beniim sa'adetlti sul
tanum iil< seneden berii tersanede 14 kirkar pare gemi donanmak Be emln efendi kullan sul]anum hazret
leriniifi ferman-l serlflerinde (sic; read seriflerl) mucibince damen der-miyan idiip bu sene dahl eyyam-i

48 I thank the Topkapi Palace Archive for granting access to its collections and for providing
microfilms of these documents.

49The concurrence of details in I and II leaves no doubt that they describe the same events. From
their relations of Ottoman naval affairs, it seems that I was written before II. A note on the verso of II
indicates that the document was received at Zile on 21 Mu~arrem 1049/24 May 1639. In the text of I
it is stated that the fleet left the arsenal on 24 Zi'l-/:ticce, i.e., 28 April 1639. Thus, allowing for the writing
and delivery of II by 24 May, I must have been written no later than a week or two after 28 April.
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devlet-i padisahide ve sa'adetlii 15 sultanumufi zaman-i sa'adetlerinde Ipr~ pare gemiyi mUretteb u mUkem
mel donadup bezl-i makdfir Itrnisdiir ~alFlF siibhanehu ve te'ala hazretlerinden rica vu temenna olmur ki
eyyam-i devlet-i pMi§ahide 16 ve zaman-i sa'adetlerinde murad-i hiimayun-i padi§ahi ve rl?a-yi serifleri
iizere fliv1~at-i cemile mUyesser u mukadder ide amin ba~i emr u ferman sa'adetlil vedevletlil sultanum
hazretleriniifidur

17 bende
18 Piyale kethiida-i
19 tersane

I. TRANSLATION

He!

1-5 Having rubbed the face of slavery into the felicity-giving noble dust [beneath] the foot of his
excellency, my felicitous and fortunate and great lord (sultanum),5 0 by the sincerity of [my] soul [I am]
constant in [making] prayers that God-be He glorified and exalted!-will by night and by day make the
noble body of his majesty, our felicitous and majestic and magnificent padishah, safe and secure from errors
and dangers and increase his [majesty's] life and good fortune from. day to day, and make his [majesty's]
armies on land and on sea in whose footsteps victory follows triumpharit and victorious, and make ever
lasting and permanent the throne of the felicity-granting fortune [which emanates from] the possessor of
the auspicious (astrological) conjunction. Besides this, after showing my assiduity in prayers that God-be
He glorified and exalted!-protect from errors and dangers the noble body of his excellency my felicitous
and fortunate lord, increase his [excellency's] life of felicity and make [him] firm in the seat of the state,
this is the report ('arf:) of the slave whose existence is unimportant.

5.7 . If it be deemed proper to make an inquiry [for] his highness into the affairs of the imperial fleet
(donanma-i hamiiyun), praise be to God-be He exalted!-[just as] in the previous years, in the days of
good fortune of his majesty, our felicitious and fortunate padishah, and of his excellency, my great lord,
[the fleet] has been fitted out in the imperial naval arsenal (tersane-i 'amire) and [readied] to be taken
out [to sea] , so also in this blessed year forty ships have been excellently and completely filled out.

7-10 At present, thirty-two ships51 of the naval arsenal have been assigned along with this lowest and
base slave of his excellency 5

2 to the Blade Sea campaign. For each ship the [procurement of] oarsmen

50 Here sultdnum as a term of address must be translated "my lord" rather than "my sultan"
(were the sultan the addressee, most likely piidisahum or po.di/ahtmuz would have been written). Cf. the
explicit address on the verso cf IV, ... sulianam ... silibdar Mu~tafa bl1.fretleri ... (see below); in the
seventeenth-century guide to conversational Turkish by 'All Beg-Bobowski, sultiinum. is consistently ren
dered mon monsieur and is used as a polite form of address in much the same way efendim is used today
(Bibliotheque Nationale, Manuscrit turc 235). See also n.60.

51 These 32 ships were galleys (~adtrga) and galliots (~alyata) (see 11:4).
52 The plural majestatis personal suffix -leril-lan when attached to ~ul or bende tends to be non

specific. Here the suffix clearly refers to the addressee, hence ~ullan is rendered "his [excellency's] slave"
(meaning "your slave"). In other instances the referent is the sultan, e.g., Bekir p~a ~ullan, "his [maj
esty 's] slave Bekir Pasha."
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(kurekci) and fighting mens 3 and other necessities and suppliesf " have been seen to. 5
5 On the twenty

fourth day of this month of ~i'l-/:ticce (28 April 1639), in accordance with the ancient custom, the fleet
set out for Besiktas," 6 After that, in accordance with the noble firrnan of our felicitous and majestic

53 The manning of thirty-two ships entailed assembling a sizable force. With the average galley
carrying about 150 to 200 oarsmen and 100 to 150 troops, and the average galliot about 100 to 150
oarsmen and 125 troops, such a fleet required from 7,500 to 11,000 or more men. For estimates of the
sizes of galley crews, see Braudel 1972-J 973: 841, n.15; Tub-jet: 153; Imber 1980: 216. Most oarsmen
were free re'Eiyfi levied every spring in certain regions, with a fixed number of households responsible for
providing one oarsman. Convicts and enslaved captives from foreign lands were also used as oarsmen
(Imber 1980: 266-69).

54 Leviiztmat tc muhimmat: refers to things necessary for the warships' mission, including items
for the operation of the ships, e.g., pitch (zijt), awnings (tente), sailcloth (yelken bezi), oars, anchors,
cord (halat}, provisions for the crew such as dried bisquits (peksimet), water barrels (varul), and munitions
such as cannons, cannon balls, lead bullets, and powder, For typical amounts of these items apportioned
to ships and for other necessities, see TulJ,jet: 154-58.

55 The chronicle of Topcilar Katibi mentions the activities of Piyflle and Ma~~ud in repairing old
ships and building new ones, outfitting them and procuring oarsmen in the winter prior to the campaign
season of 1639: "In the imperial naval arsenal Long Piyale Ketb.uda, who is the ket!Juda of the naval
arsenal, had a new bastarda constructed for the fleet and thanks to good prayers it was completed and
launched onto the sea. The other galleys, old and new, were prepared and caulked and Ma~~ud Aga, the
emin of the naval arsenal, has been working day and night. In accordance with the noble firman, in Receb
and Sa'ban of the year one thousand forty-eight (8 November 1638-5 January 1639) orders were dissemi
nated to the leaf'as of the eytdet of Anadoh (western Anatolia) in which there were oarsmen (kurekci).
In the month of ~i'I-l;zicce (5 April-3 May 1639) they gathered at the naval arsenal. Thereupon [Ma,l<:§ud]
was occupied with the preparations for the fleet [to sail] in the direction of the Black Sea-s-day and night
important supplies and munitions (muhimmat) were procured" (Topcilarr 510b). An interesting Topkapi
document (E. 663), a report by Ma~~G.d to ~apudan pasa SilaJ;ldar Mu§tafa from ~i'l-lea'de 1048/3 March
4 Apri11639 (the addressee and date according to the archival fiche), provides further information on the
arsenal's activities during. that winter and early spring. According to it, because the old dockyards for the
mavnas were too small, three new docks (goz) had been built for mavnas and for a bastardaand two mavnas
were in the process of being built. Since ten galliots were being transferred (virilmek, "given") to the fleets
based in Algiers and Tunis, thirteen new galleys and galliots ~ere under construction and on the point
of completion. Ma~§iid also states that the arsenal was preparing all necessities for the imperial fleet to
sail either to the Mediterranean or Black Sea and readying its troops and oarsmen, while awaiting further
orders.

56 The fleet followed a specific set of rituals when setting out from the arsenal for the summer
campaign including prayers and ceremonies at various points on the Golden Horn involving the grand
vizier, the §ey1:J.u'l-islam (chief of the ulema), the aga of the janissaries, and other high officials as well
as the sultan himself. Then the fleet would head for Besiktas, the first stop on the Bosphorus near Galata,
where it would usually, as required by custom, anchor for three days and where further ceremonies
would take place. After that the fleet headed either towards the Mediterranean or Black Sea .(Uzuncarsili
1948: 437-41). However, the ceremonies were no doubt more modest in the spring of 1639, since the
sultan and abovementioned officials had not yet returned from the siege of Baghdad (Topcilar: 495b
521a).
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padishah [the fleet] was anchored in the harbor of Kavak. 57 In accordance with the firrnan that has been
decreed, the [utmost] exertion of the power of servitude [i.e., of the slave] is being made in the per
formance of [these] exalted services.

10-13 My felicitous and fortunate lord, besides the thirty-two ships assigned to the Black Sea with this
slave of his [excellency], nine umera-ships [i.e., beg gemileri or beg-ships ]have [also] been assigned. Two
of them arrived [at the naval arsenal] before the fleet set out and because they were in the naval arsenal,
they were sent [out ahead] for news in the direction of Ozi and Kefe. The [other] seven have still not
arrived. And of the ships fitted out in the naval arsenal, two [of these] ships are engaged in the defense
of the Mediterranean Sea along with three ships from Rhodes, [while] yedeks and mavnas, along with
the bastarda of his excellency my felicitous lord, s 8 have now been excellently and completely fitted out
[and] stand ready and prepared in the imperial naval arsenal. They are subject to his [excellency's] noble
order [coming] from his [excellency's] noble direction.

13-16 My felicitous lord, for [each of] the past three years, his [majesty's] slave the emin efendi [i.e.,
Mal,qud Aga] , has made preparations in the naval arsenal including the fitting out of forty ships in accord
ance with the noble firman of his excellency, my lord. This year too, in the days of imperial good fortune
and in the time of the felicity of my felicitous lord, forty ships have been excellently and completely fitted
out and the [utmost] exertion of effort has been made. 5 9 Before the Lord God-be He glorified and

57A ram olmup, "rested." Here near the end of the Bosphorus on opposite shores were two
towns with fortresses-today Rumeli Kavagi and Anadolu Kavagi. The fleet probably stopped at the Ana
tolian town, which was then known simply as ~ava~. According to Evliya Celebi, it had a good harbor
capable of holding up to 300 ships (Gokbilgin 1943: 682).

58 Sultanum hasretlerinan bastardalartyle yedek ve mavna: while yedek and mavna are translated
in the plural, it is assumed that bastarda with -lan, the plural majestatis, refers to a single bastarda, probably
the flagship of the ~apudan pQ$a (see Soucek 1975: 238). Cf. E. 655 where Ma~qud, referring to the same
naval campaign season, speaks of mavnas (mavnalar) and mentions the construction of two new mavnas at
the arsenal (see n.55); note that in 1I:6 in the same connection, bastarda is in the singular form; see also
Topcilar Katibi's statement that a new bastarda was constructed that year (see n.55).

59 The mention earlier in this document (6-7) of 40 ships fitted out annually and its reiteration
here with the additional information that the current year was the fourth consecutive year that this level
was maintained must be an allusion to events in the arsenal in the second half of the 1630s (the fitting out
of 40 ships is also mentioned in 1I:4). Apparently, prior to that time some of the operations of the arsenal
had fallen into abeyance, for Katib Celebi notes that Kara Mu~tafa Pasha, who was named "bapudan pCl$a
in late December 1635 or early January 1636 (Fqleke: 177; Tcpcilar: 485b), put the affairs of the naval
arsenal in order and arranged the revenues (oca~lz~ bagladzj for the arsenal to fit out 40 galleys annually
(Fe~leke: 232; Tu/:tfet: 143). In his own tract on the Ottoman military and bureaucracy written in 1639 as
a letter of advice for Ibrahim, who became sultan in 1640, Kara Mu~tafa himself mentions the existence
of the necessary revenues for 40 ships (Unat 1942: 455; it is not certain whether this was a new level or
whether Kara Mu~tafa merely restored an old level). Having been appointed in the winter, the season
when the fleet prepared for the summer campaign, he could have already in early 1636 entered upon the
affairs of the arsenal and instituted the 40-ship level. That Kara Mu~tafa Pasha had already been active
in the arsenal in the winter of 1635-1636 is implied by the following passage referring to work in the
arsenal in preparation for the campaign season of 1637: "when he [i.e., Kara Mu~tafa] returned in Cumadd
II [1046] (November 1636) to the arsenal [from the summer campaign], the emin of the arsenal was
[then] Maksiid Aga; [at that time] kapudan Mustafa Pasha again [engaged] in preparations [of the fleet] "
(emphasis added; Topcilar 486b).
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17·19

exalted!-a request and bow are made that praiseworthy conquests be facilitated and divinely decreed in
the days of imperial fortune and in the time of felicity of his [majesty] in accordance with the imperial
wish of the padishah and his [majesty's] noble sanction. Amen. The ultimate order and command are
his majesty's, my felicitous and fortunate lord's.6 0

The slave
Piyale, ketbilda of
the naval arsenal

60 Although usually sulianum unambiguously refers to the addressee (cf. the consistent use of
padi§ahum and sultanurn when both the sultan and addressee are being referred to, e.g., 1:2-6, 13·16; 11:1·4,
46.47; IV:1·2, 24.25, 47.48, 72.73; V:1.2, 15·16), it should be kept in mind that sultanum is, as termed
by V. L. Menage, a "non-specific" title (Menage 1985: 296) and in some cases its meaning is, if not ambigu
ous, indeterminate. For instance, in the case of the ba~i Jerman sultdnurn bClfretlerinundur-type formula,
which is a traditional formula indicating that in all matters the last word and final command belong to the
sultan (Inalcik 1980: 3-4), an older usage of suliimum is preserved, i.e., "my lord" should be understood
as referring to the sultan and hence h.O-?retleri is translated "his majesty" rather than "his excellency."
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II. Topkapt Sarayr Miizesi Arslvl E. 9104

Report by Mal,c~ild Aga, emin of the imperial naval arsenal, on Ottoman naval affairs at the start of the
naval campaign season; includes news received on affairs in the eastern Mediterranean and northern Black
Sea updating the information provided in I; sent from Istanbul and probably intended for ~apudan pasa
Silai].dar Mu~tafa who at the time was between Diyarbakir and Ankara; on the basis of a note on the verso
(see below), was written about one or two weeks before 21 Mu1:zarrem 1049/24 May 1639.6 1

VERSO: note in upper left corner: istanbuldan Ma~fUdefendiden gelmi§dur 'an menzil-i Zile Ii 21 Mu1:zar
rem sene 1049. On 21 Mul;tarrem in the year 1049 (24 May 1639) [this letter] arrived at the
menzil of zile from Istanbul from Maksftd Efendi.

Information on external characteristics not available.

II. TEXT

Hiive

1 sa'adetlii ve merhametlti sultanum hazretlerintifi l].akipay-i seriflerine 'arz-i l;1al-i bende budur ki Allah
siibhanehu ve te'aHi sevketlii ve 'azametlii padisah-! zillu 'llah hazretleriniifi vuciid-i seriflerin 8.fat·i dehrden
masfin idiip 2 'an karib rlkab-i hiimayfinlan He cemi' 'alem behremend u ber-murad olmak miiyesser eyleye
arrlin ya Rabbti'l-ialemin ve I;Ial,rl,r celle ve 'alIa 'izzetlli sultanum hazretlerinlifi devam-i 'Bmr u devletlerin
mezid idiip 3 lizerimiizden saye-i devletlerin diir eylemeye arriin ya Rabbtl'l-ialemin ve ya l].aYlrii'n-na~Irfn

benlim mlirlivvetlli suitanum ferman olman donanma-yi hiimayiin ic;lin el-hamdii li-llahi te'ala sevketlii ve
'azametlti 4 padi§ah-i 'alem-penah hazretlerlnllfi devam-i saltanatlannda ve sultanumufi zaman-i sa'adet
lerinde tersane-i 'amireden J.ml,r gemi hesabi lizere otuz iki pare kadirga ve l,ralyata 5 isbu mah-i zn
hiccenilfi yigirmi dordtlncl glini mlikemmel u mliretteb donanup Piyale ketl].lida l,rullan He ferman-i hii
mayiin iizere Kara defiiz bogazmda I):aval,r iskelesine 6 mliteveccih olmislardur ve lie; Rodos yedekleri He
iki ].rlt'a tersane gemileri dahl AI,r deiiiz muhafazasma ta'yin olmmisdur ve bastarda He yedek ve mavna 7
l].azlr (sic; read l;1al(:lr) u miiheyya olup sultanumufi emr-i seriflerine muntazirdur ve A].r defiiz ~vali su'al
buyunlursa bender-i iskenderiyyeden henliz ].rafile gemileri gelmemekle Bekir pasa 8 kullan Rodo[s]
etrafmda Meis ve Finike ve Adrasan semtlerinde alay gemilerine muntazir olmagla Sakiz ve Susam ve Bogaz
etraf1 mUI;1Rfaza olmak-B Iazlm gelmegin bir l,rac; beg gemileri 01 taraflan muharaza eylemek gerekdlir diyli

61 Sila1}.dar Mu~tafa left Baghdad for Istanbul along with Murad IV; Zile, where II was delivered on
21 Mul;tarrem 1049 (see below), was one of the menzils or halting-places along the way (see the list of
halting-places [menzilname] published in Sahillioglu 1965: esp 33; see also Fezleke: 214; Topcilar: 514a
17b). If sila1}.dar Mu~tafa was indeed the addressee of II, the chronology of his return to the capital given
by Topcilar Katibi fits well with the date II arrived at Zile-sometime in :jafer the returning party left Sivas
for Ankara (Topcilar: 515b), in which case II would have arrived at Zile before Sil1ih-diir Mu~tafa passed
through it; perhaps it would have been forwarded to him from there. However, the chronology in the
menzllname and in Fe~leke places the events of the return trip about a month earlier-when II reached zile
the returning party was already it). Cukurcuk, nine menzils west of Zile and two menzils east of Ankara,
and by the end of the first decade of :jafer it was already at izmit (Sahillioglu 1965: 12, 34, 35; Fe~leke
214). In this case it is unlikely that II was sent by land from Istanbul, since it is inconceivable that the
document and Silah-dar Mu~taf1i bypassed each other going in opposite directions-perhaps II was sent by
ship to Samsun and then went the relatively short distance to zile by land (from where it would have been
sent west to catch up with Silah-dar Mu~tafa).
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Bekir pasa kullan 'arz itmekle gecen sene Kara defiiz muhafazasmda olan derya 10 beglerinden yedi pare
gemi ve Tunus gernilerinden dahl yedi ~It'a gemi 01 etrafl mubafaza itmek i<;lin ~Usam beg ogh 'Ali pasa
kullan ile ta'yin olmmisdur 11 ve ma'zul beglerden olup her sene tersaneden kUrekcisin ve cengcisin ve
sayir miihimmatm alan 'Abdiirrahman beg kullan Sakizh olmagla 01 dahi 12 'Ali pasa kullan ile ma'an
muhafaza itmek iciin ta'yin olmmisdur bunlaruii ciimlesi on bes pare gemi olur ma'lfim-i devletleri olmak
iciin 'arz olmur ba~l ferman sultanumufidur

13 bende-i
14 bi-mikdar
15 Ma~~fid

16 beniim sa'adetlti suit anum 17 ma'lfim-i sa'adetleridiir ki Rfiz-! tIl?r eyyamlannda Duka ve Malta 18
cekdirmeleri altisar gemi olup I).all (or cali [sic], read :g.all) bulduklan 19 tiiccar gemilerin rencide idegel
mislerdiir 01 ecilden Istanbul 20 bogazmdan Sakiza ve 01 etraf adalanna vannca 21 muhafaza lazimdilr ve
Bekir pasa kullan oldugi 22 semt buralara I:].ilafdur eyle ma'liim-i devlet buyunla 23 ve Bekir pasa kullan
ile olan beg gemileri sekiz pare beg gemisidUr 24 ve iicl Rodos yedeki ve biri tersane gemisidUrki eiimlesi
25 on iki ~lt'a olur ve bu sene-i mubarekede Kara defiize 26 ta'yin olman beg gemileri tokuz l}it'adur
ikisi mukaddem 27 geltip ozi ve Kefe caniblerlnden haber almak icun irsal 28 olmmisdur henUz dahi bir
e§erleri zuhfir itmis degiildUr ve lakin benUm sa'adetlii 29 sultanum ozi kapudam olan MurtaZa (sic, read
Murta!,-a) beg kullan bu ~l§ 30 ~aYll}lar donadup ozi bogazmdan icerilye adam 31 gonderup vamp kazak
cimiklanna rast geltip 32 kafiriifi bir kacm kirup ve bir ~a<;m dil dutup ve bir dili 33 tersane-i 'amireye
gondertip su'al olmdukda ozi 34 ~UYl adalarmda on bes pare kazak saykasi 35 vardur bes paresi donan
misdur ve on paresi 36 donanmak UzeredUr diyU haber 37 virmisdiir lakin beglerden henUz haber gelmis
degiildUr 38 ve Karadefiize ta'y in olman begleriifi yedisi henUz dah! gelmis degiildUr 39 ve CezayirlU
dahl heniiz tersanedediirler ve benUm mUriivvetlU sultanum Kara defiize muhafazasma ta'yin olman 40
ginflileriifi alti :(l:lt'asl yefiiceri tayifesidUr ve dordi cebeci tayifesidUr yigirmi ikisi erbab-i 41 timardur ve
tlmar erbabi henUz dahl yoklamalann tamam itmis degiillerdUr in ~a'a'llahii te'ala defterleri 42 beya~

ohnup ne mikdan donanmaya gitmisdiir ve bedel almmaga ne mikdari miistahakkdur baska baska defter
leri 43 tahrir olmup l].akipay-i serife 'arz olmur ba~ ferman sultanumuiidur

44 beniim mUriivvetlU sultanum 45 donanma-yi hiimayfm ile Piyale ket:g.Uda kullan ferman-i hiimayiin
Uzere 46 Kara defiiz bogazmda bir habere muntazir olup el-hamdii li-llahi te'ala simdilik devlet-i padi
§ahlde 47 ve sultanumufi zamanmda iimmet-i Muhammed asiide-l).aI UzeredUr eger bir tarafa teveccUh
i~ti~a eylemezse 48 Izimkide (?)62 bastarda He bir ~a<; gemi dahi geIrnek emrifiiiz olur mi bu :g.u~u~da

ferman-i serififiiiz 49 rica olmur ba~l ferman sultanum l)a~retlerinUfi<Ufi>dUr

II. TRANSLATION

He!

1 This is the report of affairs (,arf:-i 1;Lal) of the slave to the noble dust [beneath] the foot of his
excellency, my felicitous and merciful lord.

62041 J jzimkide or perhaps 0~.JI, lzimkide or lzmikide (see facsimile): obviously a
variant of 0~.JI, lznikmide (in the dative). Similar variants of this place name are given by Evliya
<;:elebi, e.g., ~.JI ' jzmikit (Evliya 2: 64).
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1-3 May God-be He glorified and exalted!-make the noble being of his majesty, the majestic and
magnificent padishah, the shadow of God, safe from the ravages of time. And may He facilitate that before
long the entire world will be happy and contented, [ruled] by his [majesty's] imperial stirrup. Amen,oh
Lord of the worlds. And may God-be He glorified and exalted!-increase the duration of the life and
good fortune of his excellency, my great lord. And may He not make the shadow of his [majesty's] good
fortune distant from us. Amen, oh Lord of the worlds and oh best granter of [divine] aid.

3·6 My generous lord, praise be to God-be He exalted!-within the duration of the sultanate of his
majesty, the majestic and magnificent padishah, refuge of the world, and in the time of the felicity of
my lord, on the twenty-fourth day of the month of ti'l-h-icce (28 Apri11639), of the total of forty ships
of the imperial naval arsenal, thirty-two galleys (~adlrga) and galliots (~alyata),63 excellently and com
pletely fitted out for the imperial fleet which was ordered. [into readiness], . set out with his [majesty's]
slave Piyale Ket~iida according to the imperial firman for the port of Kavak on the Black Sea Straits [Le.,
the Bosphorus].

6.12 [Meanwhile], two ships of the naval arsenal are still assigned to defense of the Mediterranean Sea
along with three yedeks from Rhodes. And yedeks and mavnas along with a bastarda are ready and
prepared and waiting [in the naval arsenal] for my lord's noble order.64 And if it is deigned [by his
excellency] to inquire about affairs in the Mediterranean Sea, his [majesty's] slave Bekir Pasha6

5 has made
a report saying, "Because the convoy of ships (/?afile gemileri) from the port of Alexandria has not yet
arrived, his [majesty's] slave Bekir Pasha is awaiting [this] convoy [of] ships (alay gemileri)66 in the
vicinity of Megiste and Finike and Adrasan which are in the neighborhood of Rhodes.6 7 As it is necessary
to defend the vicinity of Chios (Sa~lz) and Samos (Susam, i.e., Sisam) and the Straits, some beg-ships
(beg gemileri) are needed for the defense of that region." Because of this, seven ships from among [those
commanded by] sea-begs (deryCi begleri) who were last year [engaged] in the defense of the Black Sea68

6 3It is perhaps significant that only galleys and galliots, and not larger ships such as bastardas or
mavnas, are mentioned as being in this fleet assigned to the Black sea. The larger ships with their deeper
drafts may have been less suited for patrolling the shallow waters off the northern shore of the Black Sea
and engaging the saykas.

640f the 40 ships of the arsenal claimed to have been fitted out, only 34 or perhaps 35 are specifi
cally accounted for in I and II: 32 arsenal ships sent to the Black Sea (I,ll) and two or perhaps three
arsenal ships sent to the Mediterranean Sea (II). It is conceivable that.the yedeks and mavnas along with
the bastarda mentioned above made up the remaining five or six ships. However, it should be noted that
Katib Celebi states that customarily there were six mavnas in addition to the traditional 40 arsenal ships
(Tuh-fet: 153) and at several points he refers to the 40 ships as galleys (i.e., galley-type ships) which would
probably exclude yedeks (Fegleke: 232; Tuhfet: 143).

6 5 This must be the same Bekir Pasha who was derya begi of Rhodes and active in the Mediter
ranean during this period (TopCI1ar: 534b, 537a), and who succeeded PiyaIe as ~apudan p~a in 1643
(Fegleke: 226; Tul;tfet: 144).

66~afile and alay gemileri, "convoy ships": the ships bringing the annual tribute (irsaliyye-i
bazine) or perhaps the grain delivery from Egypt (Shaw 1962: 283-85, 272). These ships were attractive
targets for corsairers (see n.72).

67Megiste (Kastellorizon, Meis) is a small island about 4 km off the Tekke peninsula of south
west Anatolia and about 135 krn east of Rhodes. Finike is a coastal town about 50 krn east-northeast of
Megiste. Adrasan is a coastal town in the Bay of Antalya about 30 km east-northeast of Finike.

6 8These seven beg-ships may have been with PiyaIe's fleet that routed a Cossack fleet near Taman
in 1638 (see introduction).
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and also seven ships from among the ships from Tunis have been assigned for the defense of these regions,
along with his [majesty's] slave'Ali Pasha, son of Hiisam Beg. Because his [majesty's] slave 'Abdiirrahman
Beg, who is [one] of the begs who are out of office6

9 [and] who obtains his oarsmen and his warriors
and other supplies and munitions (muhimmat] from the naval arsenal every year, is from Chios, he too,
together with his [majesty's] slave 'Ali Pasha, has been assigned to defense [duty]. Altogether their
forces comprise fifteen ships. 7° This is being reported for the knowledge of his [excellency's] good
fortune. The ultimate command is my lord's.

13-15 The worthless
slave

Maksfid

16-25 My felicitous lord, it is known to his [excellency's] felicity that during the days around the
Ricz-i Sif r7 1 the Tuscan (Du1?-a)72 and Maltese galleys (qekdirme), of which there are [presently] six
each, have continually brought harm to merchant ships which they take by surprise. Because of this,
protection is necessary from the Straits of Istanbul (the Bosphorus) going as far as Chios and the islands
in that region. [May this], along with [the fact that] the region where his [majesty's] slave Bekir Pasha
is [presently located] is on the opposite side [of the Aegean] (I;ilaf) from these [places], be known to his
[excellency's] good fortune. And the beg-ships that are with his [majesty's] slave Bekir Pasha are eight
[in number]. And three of [his other ships] are yedeks from Rhodes and one of them is a ship of the
arsenal, so that altogether there are twelve ships.

25-39 And in this blessed year the beg-ships assigned to the Black Sea are nine in number. Two of them
arrived [at the arsenal] earlier and were sent out to obtain news from the regions of Ozi and Kefe. Still
no trace of them has yet appeared, But my felicitous lord, his rmajesty's] slave Murtaza Beg,7 3 who is the
~apudan of Ozi, fitted out boats (~ayt~) this winter and sent men with them inland iicericye, i.e., upstream)

73

69M a'zu l begierden, "[one] of the dismissed begs [i.e., not currently holding any office]." This
passage suggests that officials having certain expertise (in this case knowledge of a region that needed to
be defended, by virtue of being a native or long-term inhabitant of it; also perhaps by virtue of experience
at some command, such as here, a ship captain and sea-beg [deryii begi}) were relieved of their official
duties and assigned to special missions. Perhaps manpower and material resources of the arsenal in Istanbul
were put at the disposal of 'Abdurrahman Beg because, being ma'zid, he would not have had a maritime
sancak in which to fit out and man his ships. Was this "privilege" at the arsenal a function of the impor
tance of his missions?

7oLe., the seven beg-ships under 'Ali Pasha plus the seven ships from Tunis plus 'Abdurrahman
Beg's ship.

7 JRuz-iIji;r-St. George's Day, 23 April (O.S.), in the seventeenth century 3 May (N.S.)-was
the traditional beginning of the naval campaign season, by which time the imperial fleet usually had left
the arsenal.

72 Dulea refers to privateers of Tuscany belonging to the Knights of St. Stephen. They and the
Knights of St. John of Malta were, especially from the final quarter of the sixteenth century, very active
in the Levant and the Aegean, and even beyond the Dardanelles. Among their favorite targets were the
richly laden galleys and galleons (~afile or alay gemileri; see n.66) going from Alexandria to Istanbul via
Rhodes (BraudeI1972-1973: 872-80, 1193-94).

73This is perhaps Murtaza b. Ijalil who appears in several Topkapi documents from the late
1640s as sancak begi of Kilburun (Khanat: 169-75, 177).
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from the mouth of the Dnieper. They set out and came across Cossack prnt~s.74 Some of the infidels
they killed, others they took as captured informants (dil) and one informant they sent [here] to the
imperial naval arsenal. When he was put to the question he gave news saying, "There are fifteen Cossack
§ay~as on the Dnieper River islands.75 Five of them have been fitted out and ten of them are about to
be fitted out." But from the begs [i.e., the two beg-ships] still no news has come. And still seven of the
begs assigned to the Black Sea have not yet come in [to the naval arsenal]. And [the ships transferred to]
the Algerian [fleet] are still in the arsenal. 76

39-43 And, my felicitous lord, of the ships assigned for the defense of the Black Sea, six are [of] the
janissary troops, four are [of] the cebeci troops and twenty-two are [of] the holders of timdrs. And as of
yet the timar-holders have still not completed their musters. If God-be He exalted!-wills it, fair copies
of their [muster] registers will be made, [with] separate registers compiled [indicating] how many of them
went to the fleet and how many of them are obliged to pay the exemption fee [for absence from military
service] (bedel}, They will be presented to the noble dust [beneath my lord's] foot. The ultimate com
mand is my lord's.

74A 9lrnt~ (or c;ernik, from Bulgarian) was a sail-propelled boat used for transport on rivers in
the Danubian region described variously as wide at the stern and pointed at the bow (Radloff 3: 1972),
or pointed at both ends (Pakahn 1: 362). Judging by respective Ottoman tax rates applied to their cargoes,
the C;lrnl~ was smaller than the Ottoman fay~a (Cvetkova 1970: 292, 293). Here c;zrnl~ perhaps refers to
a type of boat used by the Zaporozhians for fishing and salt gathering in the lower reaches of the Dnieper.
cr. Evarnickij's mention of a type of river boat fitting no more than ten passengers and used by the Zapo
rozhians for fishing and transporting supplies (Evarnickij 1892: 454); one Topkapi document refers to
Cossack prnl~s as carrying four men each (Khanat: 169). According to Beauplan, navigating up the Dnie
per was a risky venture since it was easy to lose one's way in the labyrinth of channels formed by the
river's innumerable islands and to fall prey to the Cossack (Beauplan: 453). In this document it is likely
that a mission sent to obtain informants would have taken guides with a good knowledge of the waterways
and terrain to be covered. It may well be that the raiding party infiltrated as far as the sanctuaries of the
Zaporozhians, Le., the vicinity of the Sich (the island headquarters of the Zaporozhians, the location of
which varied, but was always downstream from the Dnieper cataracts, i.e., in the so-called Zaporizhzhia
region; over 250 km upstream from Ozi). Cf, Topkapi document E. 4391/2 (from the late 1640s) where
Murtaza b. tIalil (see n.73) reports that Cossack informants were seized on their island (~aza~-i bed-abla~

atasmdan diller alznup; see Khanat: 172, 173, 175). However, the raiding party probably did not have to
go this far to find Cossacks. As close as 60 km upstream from Ozi (just below present-day Kherson) began
a zone with a great many islands, reed marshes and countless channels (today mostly submerged). Hidden
away in these islands and their vicinity, small groups of Zaporozhians, engaging in fishing and other activ
ities, camped in these places, some even staying over the winter (Golobuckij 1957: 55-57). Similarly,
apparently as early as the sixteenth century Zaporozhians were known to frequent the Prohnojs'k salt lakes
on the Kilburun peninsula, about 30 km upstream from the mouth of the Dnieper (Rossija: 656).

75 Ozi SUYI adalan probably refers here to the islands permanently inhabited by the Zaporozhians,
even perhaps those in the vicinity of the Sich. Cf, the designation ada ~aza~larz, "island Cossacks" appar
ently denoting the Zaporozhians in Topkapi document E. 12217 (translated in Khanat: 177; see also n.74).
If this was the case, and assuming the report of the informant was accurate, a total of 15 Jay~as would
have been relatively small for the entire Zaporozhian fleet under normal circumstances. It is likely that
the information provided by the informant reflects the aftermath of the Ukrainian Cossack revolt of 1638,
which was suppressed by the authorities of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, when, to appease the
Ottomans, a systematic attempt was made to destroy the Cossack boats (Hrusevs'kyj 1922: 27-28).

76I.e., of the ten galliots of the arsenal turned over to the fleets of Algiers and Tunis (see n.55).
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44-49 My generous lord, his [majesty's] slave Piyale Kethuda, together with the imperial fleet, is ready
and waiting according to the imperial firman for some news. Praise be to God-be He exalted!-for at
present the community (ummet) of Muhammed is in a state of tranquility within the good fortune of the
padishah and during the time of my lord. Is there an order of yours that several more ships along with
the bd,~tarda come to izrnit if [they] are not required to set out in any (other] direction? 77 In this matter
your noble firman is requested. The ultimate command is his majesty's, my lord's.

77This query whether to send ships to izmit in the Sea of Marmara or elsewhere is another clue
that both 1 and II were sent to the ~apudan pasa (cf. also 1:12-13). By the time Sila:(J.dar Mu~tafa

reached izmit (ahead of Murad IV in order to help prepare the festivities fo.r the sultan's triumphant return
to the capital), Makstid had already arrived there from Istanbul with a bastarda and other ships (Topcilar:
516a-16b).
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III. Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Ar§ivi E. 6019/2

Collective report by the fortress commanders and garrison officers of ()zi on repairs of one of their for
tresses and an encounter with the Cossacks at the island of Tendra; addressee unknown;78 undated (after
16 ReM' 11049/17 July 1639).79

FORMAT: 45.5 x 30 em
WATERMARK: tre lune
INVOCATIO: 0.5 em below top edge, 14 em above text (not visible in facsimile)
VERSO: imprints of thirteen seals (mtlhr) stamped in black ink directly behind their corresponding signa

tures and, except for seal 4, right side up in relation to them; numerals here correspond to those
assigned to the signatures in transcription (see below); signatures 1 and 8 have no corresponding
seals on the verso.

2. riici-i lutfi ekber Mu~tafa bin Iskender
The one who hopes for the great grace of God, Mu~!afa, son of iskender

3. raci (?) ... bende Himmet bin 'Abdi
The one who hopes for (? ) ... the slave Himmet, son of 'Abdi

4. bende-i Al-i Muhammed 4alle] 'l[lahu] '[aleyhum vel s[ellem] Mehemed
The slave of the family of Muhammed-God bless him and grant him salvation-Me1,l.emed

5. el-v~i~u bi'l-maliki ... 'Abd 'Abbas bin Pervane
The one who trusts in the Lord ... the slave 'Abbas, son of Pervane

6. mazhar-i lu tf-i ilahi Ahmed bin Hasan
The bearer of divine grace, A1,J.med, son of Hasan,

7. bende-i ljitda Ifabib bin 'Ali
The slave of God, Habib, son of 'Ali

9. raciu lutfe ~-$amedMal;zmudbin Mehemed
The one who hopes for the grace of God, Mahmfid, son of Meherned

10. . .. bende Mel;zemed bin 'Abdullah (? )
... the slave Meheme d, son of 'Abdullah (? )

11. 'AbdMu~!afa bin Hasan [10]48
The slave Mu~!afa, son of Hasan year [10] 48

12. . .. lut.f-i Samed (?) Mu~taffj bin Ahmed
... the grace of God (? ), Mu~!afa, son of Ahmed

13. raci-i lutfi ilahi $a'ban bin 'Abdi
The one who hopes for divine grace, Sa'ban, son of 'Abdi

14. maihar-i lutfi Samed Mehemed bin Mu~tafa

The bearer of the grace of God, Mehemed, son of Mu~tafii
15. bende Hasan bin 'Abdullah

The slave Hasan, son of 'Abdullah

COMMENTS: black ink

78Pos sibilities include grand vizier Kara Mu~tafa Pasha who at the time was still in Iraq (Topcilar:
518a-19a), ~ayma~am Musa Pasha in Istanbul (Topcilar: 516b), or even Sila1,l.diir Mu~tafa who was by then
in Istanbul as well (Topcilar: 516aff.). In the latter case, it is conceivable that III was sent together with
IV (see n.14).

79III relates to the same events described in IV which has a note indicating its delivery date (see
below). III was written before, after or at the same time as IV, depending on the textual relation between
these two documents (see n.14).
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III. TEXT

Hlive

79

1 devletlli ve sa'iidetlli ve mlirlivvetlli sultanum hazretlerintlfi hakipay-i kem-yab-i sa'a detlerine ylizler
slirmekden sofira mahzar-i fakira-yl (sic, read fukara-yi) Ozi budur ki Hakk tebareke ve te'ala hazretleri
yer ylizi halifesi olan 2 sa'adetlu ve devletlli padisahunuzi g.atalardan saklayup golgelerin 'amme-i 'alem ve
bu serhadde olan gazi kullan lizerinden dur itmeye sa'adetlii padisahtmuzufi kemal-i keremlerinden 3
sakin oldugimuz Ozi kal'e sin bina itmek ferman-i serifleri olup ve bu J:.!.i~met lizerine ozi eyaletine mutasar
nf olan vezir Halil pasa hazretleri karadan 4 ve donanma serdan olan Piyale kethiida deryadan memilr
olmalanyle kethiida-yi musanm ileyh Rebi'ii'l-evvel aymuii. on birinci gUni Oziye daJ:.!.il olduklan gUnden
5 ~al'emliz<de>Uii.80 binasma §lirii.' idlip ve kal'eye karib yerde ta~ olmadugmdan on sekiz mil yerde
va\>:l' Yapunca bummda'" lie; dort giinde bir gemilerile vamp tas getlirdliklerinden 6 gayn gice Kilburun
kulleslyle Ozi bogazinda ~aba/;1a dek serdemende turup kiilli muhafaza ve higmet lizeredlir Hakk te'iila
hazretleri hayrlanyle itmamm nasib eyleye 7 ve benlim sultanum donanma gelmezden evvel Ramazan
gazl nam bir agamuz deryadan dil getlirmek iciin gondiirilmis idi donanma geldlikden lie; gUn sofira mezbur
8 gellip bir kac nefer dil getlirlip icinde bundan evvel Oziden cikan tokuz pare sayka ne tarafda oldugi su' al
olmdukda VU~'l lizere haber virmedUgi ecilden 9 donanma serdan Piyale kethiida-lle varup Tintere82

atasm ararken ~ikr olan saykalar mahall-i mezbiirda ~lg ve sazhk yerde pusuda olup gemilerlifi 10 geldligin
yedi sekiz mil yerden gormeleriyle firar itdlikleri gorildltkde bu kullan tombaz ve sandallarlle atanuii ie;
ylizinden ve Piyale ketl}lida yedi pare kadirga ile 11 tasra ylizinden kovup hayliesbab [u] eskallerin (sic,
read e~~allerin) dckdiiriip yelken altma alnus iken hikmet-l Hiida-ile rUzgar [u] furtuna cikup sandal ve
kayiklanmuz 12 deryaya tahammill itmediiklerinden birbirinden ajy jnlup ve ahsama karib olmagla 01 gice
kazak saykalannayedi sekiz mil yerde yatup sabah dahl ziyade rilzgar 13 olup birbirimlize varmak ~abil

olmamagm 01 gUn dahl ahsama degin gozedilup vakt-i gurfibda firsatile firar idiip vamp ~Iga ormanhk yere
14 dokililp firar itmeleriyle eyyam-i devlet-i padisahide on pare saykalan ahnup simdilik serr u surlen
iimmet-i (..:...,...,,1 [sic], read ..:...,..\) Muhammed lizerinden der'u ref' olmisdur bu kullan donanma-yi 15
humayfin gemileri bu kadar zahmet cekmis iken ?;ikr olman kazaguii ekseri ormanhkda Tatar eline girlip
dlyar-i menhtislanna az kimesne vanr hele mezbirrlarufi 16 bu yaz bilad-i mihnetlerinden emin olrmsizdur
gelecek sene dahl padisahimuz hazretleri ve vekilleri ~ag olsun iimiddiir ki bu kazaklar husfisinda (sic 7, read
husiismda ?) laYl~-i din [u] devlet o ldugr l ? vech iizere bir 'azirn tedariik goriltip bu serhaddler ve Rum iii
yalilan dest-i tagalliib [u] fesadlanndan I].ala~ ola ba~i emr [u ] ferman lutf [u ] ihsan sa'adetlii ve mlirliv
vetlli 18 sultanum l,Ia?retlerinlindlir

[1] bende-i8 3 Me/;1emed agar -I] cebeciyan-i dergah-i 'alil,Iiila
[2] bende-i Mu~tafa aga dizdar-i ~al'e-i 'at~-Iozi ~ala

8°lt appears that the scribe first wrote 0~;-.uJ; "in our fortress," then, deciding to write "of
our fortress," a.dded the genitive suffIx without removing the locative: !.lo~;-.uJ;.

8 1 For burmnda read burnmdan. cf. Yapunea hurnt nam ma/:zallden, IV:9.
8 2 o..r-:; or perhaps 0";::';, Tentere. Cf. oJfi, Tentere in Evliya TKS: S4a;0~':;', Ten tere in

Seyyid Nuh's map (Kissling 1966: pI. 16).
83 Although in such signatures the name of the signatory is clearly in apposition to bende, the

word bende occasionally appears with a (grammatically unnecessary) i?afet in such constructions ( ~~ ).
For further examples see a manuscript of a sixteenth-century in$.:i-manual, Bibliotheque Nationale, Manu
serit turc 221: 79a, 10Sb, 121h, 122a, IS7b; see also Feridun: 271.320,430).
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[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
(7]
[8]
[9]

[ 10]
[11]
[ 12]
[ 13]
[ 14]
[ 15]

Victor Ostapchuk

bende-i Himmet aga dizdar-i palanka-i cedid l].aIa
bende-i Mehemed aga<-yi> dizdar-i kal'e-i cedtd l].ala
bende-i 'Abbas aga dizdar-i Hasan pasa l].ala
bende-i Ahmed agaj-I] 'azeban l].ala
bende-i Habib agaj-i] 'azeban !;J.ala
bende-i ibrahlm agar -i] 'azeban !;lala
bende-i Mahmtrd agar -i] 'azeban l].ala
bende-i Mehemed agar -i] 'azeban !;J.ala
bende-i Mu~tafa agar -i] farisan l].ala
bende-i Mu~tafa agar-i] farisan l].ala
bende-i Sa'b an aga-yi farisan l].ala
bende-i Mehemed agar -i] topctyan l].ala
bende-r Hasan aga[·i] topClyan l].ala

III. TRANSLATION

He!

1 After rubbing [our] faces into the precious dust of felicity [beneath] the foot of his excellency,
my fortunate and felicitous and generous lord, this is the report (mab~aryB4 of the lowliest ones [of]
(hi.

1.6 May the Lord God-be He hallowed and exalted!-protect from errors our felicitous and fortu-
nate padishah, who is the caliph of the face of the earth, and not remove his [majesty's] shadow [of
protection] from upon the ghazis, slaves of his [majesty], who are [found] in the whole world as well
as on this frontier. From the perfect benevolence of our felicitous padishah his [majesty's] noble firrnan
[has been issued for] the execution of construction on the chi fortress [complex] which is where we
dwell. Since his excellency, vizier Ijalil Pasha, who is the governor [mutasarnj] of the eyalet of Ozi,85

84 Since there is more than one signatory, mahsar ("collective petition or report") is used in
place of 'ar~ ("presentation, report"). cr. Heyd 1960: 150; Redhouse: 723.

85 I.e., the beglerbegi of the eyslet of Ozi. This eyalet also included sancaks of the western Black
Sea region and was formed in the late sixteenth century as a bulwark against the Cossacks (Inalcik 1973:
105). Ijalil Pasha was transferred from the post of miralJor ("keeper of the sultan's horse") to, by way of
temporary tenure (ber vech-i arpolik], the governorship of the sancak of Silistre (Silistria, on the Danube,
belonging to the eyalet of Ozi) and made commander in chief (ser 'asker) of the Ozi region in early 1639
(Topcilar: 512a, see also Pezleke: 205), although he did not set out for his post until June 1639, when
he was appointed beglerbegi of the eyalet of Ozi (Topcilar: 515b). He remained at this post until late
August 1640, when he was appointed to the imperial council (divan-i humayun) Cropcilar: 527b). Aside
from being ser 'asker of the Ozi region, merely the fact that he held the rank of vizier meant that he out
ranked Piyale and thereby would have been the commander in chief of the operations at Ozi. It is possi
ble, however, that, practically speaking, the operations around Ozi were under their joint command.
Hence their assignments as respective serdars of the land and sea forces. But this does not mean that their
spheres of command were completely separable, given the joint tasks and missions undertaken by the land
and sea forces (see below). Perhaps an indication of this is the fact that in his report on his activities at
Ozi (IV), which was addressed to his superior, kapudan pasa Sila1;J.dar Mu~tafa, Piyale makes no mention or
hint of Ijalil Pasha. Or perhaps his silence concerning Halil Pasha is a clue that a rivalry existed between
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and Piyale Ket\:l.iida, the fleet commander (donanma serddn}, were charged with this service, [t!alil] by
land and [Piyale] by sea, from the day on which the aforementioned ketb:uda entered Ozi-the eleventh
day of Rebi' I (12 July 1639)-[they] set about the construction work on the fortress. Since there is
no stone [for construction] at any place close to the fortress, once every three or four days [Piyale]
sets out with the ships and they bring stone from Yapunca Burnt, which IS a place located eighteen mils 8 6

away. 8
7 Besides bringing stone, at night [the ships] stand until morning with their sails furled 8

8 in the

the two commanders. In this connection, it is interesting that, in his report written at the same time,
Halil Pasha likewise makes no mention or hint of Piyale (E. 6019/1, see introduction).

86Mil was a common distance measure used by the Ottomans, especially for nautical distances.
In translation it is usually rendered "mile" without any indication of even its approximate value. The
value of the mll varied in different times and places. The classical Islamic definition of 4,000 canonical
yards or 1/3 [arsah. (approx. 2 km) given by al-Mukaddasi (Hinz 1955:63) seems too large when compared
with the mil distances given by, for example, Katib Celebi or Evliya Celebi, and it appears that the mll
used in the Ottoman Empire during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was less than the nautical
(1.85 km) or even the statute mile (1.61 km). E.g., Bellin's map of the Black Sea (1772) gives 75 of the
"mille Grec a I'usage en Turquie" per degree or 1.48 km per mile (Bibliotheque Nationale, Cartes et
plans, Port. 99, div. 0, piece 18); d'Ascoli, in rendering distances on the Black Sea, used a mile 90 of
which equal one degree, that is, 2/3 of a nautical mile or about 1.23 km (determined in the commen
tary by Berthier-Delagarde in d'Ascoli: 155-56); a map of the Black Sea (first half of the eighteenth
century), probably drawn from a Turkish map, gives a mile slightly larger than a kilometer (according
to its scale, 132 "milles anciens" = 112 "milles mo dernes" = 230 "milles commun de Turquie," Biblio
theque Nationale, Cartes et plans, Port. 99, div, 0, piece 7); an undated Ottoman map of the Black Sea
(probably late seventeenth or early eighteenth century) gives a scale of mils according to which distances
between various points on the sea correspond roughly to their actual kilometer values (Bibliotheque
Nationale, Cartes et plans, port. 99, div. 0, piece 2).

87It has been suggested that Yapunca Burm ("Yapunca Point") was near the fortress of Yabu
(Khanat: 454), which appears on a schematic Ottoman map of the Ukraine (original in the Topkapi, E.
12090; published in Abrahamowicz 1969: 95 and Khanat: 78-79) and was apparently close to the Black
Sea coast between the Dnieper and Dniester Rivers. Although the existence of Yabu is confirmed by
other sources, it has not been possible to identify (Abrahamowicz 1969: 80, 91-92 n.21). Since the
fortress of Yabu was by the seventeenth century long since in ruins, it may have been the source of the
stone for the construction work. However, the distance of 18 mils given here and in IV:9 indicates that
Yapunca Point must have been on a shore not too distant from Ozi and, depending on the length of the
mil used in these documents (see n.86), between about 18 and 27 km away. Thus its presumed location
in the Bucak, i.e., southern Bessarabia (Khanat: 454) is probably too distant. Since the transport of stone
was to be by wagon, it is likely that its source was on the peninsular land mass on which Ozi was located,
bordered by the Berezan' estuary to the west, the Dnieper estuary to the south, and the Boh estuary to
the east, all being waterways too wide and deep for the wagons to cross. Furthermore, since the text
implies that wagons were the preferred mode of transport, perhaps the site was in the interior, or at least
not close to easily navigable waters. One possibility for the origin of the stone is the ruins of the ancient
Greek city of Olbia located just south of the village ofParutyne on the right bank of the Boh (about 8 km
upstream from its entry into the Dnieper) which, it has been commonly claimed, was a source of the stone
in the Ozi fortifications (e.g., Karasev 1956: 11).

88 Serdemende (o..l..:..o.:>r): from the Italian serratamente, "with the sails in" (Kahane, Tietze
1958: 403; note that the form here [also in IV:I0] is closer to the Italian than the examples in the work
cited [serdemend] which confirms the Italian origin of the word suggested by its authors).
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mouth of the Dnieper at the tower of Kilburun8 9 and are in a complete [state of] defense and service.90
May the Lord God-be He exalted!-ordain with His blessings its [i.e., the construction's] completion.

7-8 And, my lord, before the fleet arrived, one of our [fellow] officers (aga) named Ramazan Ghazi 91
had been sent out on water to bring back captured informants (dil). 92 Three days after the fleet arrived,
the aforesaid returned, bringing back several captured informants. When the question-in what parts are
the nine ~ay~as which had earlier set out from the Dnieper?9 3-was put to [one] among them,94 he gave
no true answer consistent with the facts.

8-14 Therefore we set out with the fleet commander Piyale KetgUda. While searching the island of
Tendra,95 the mentioned §ay~as were lying in ambush [or hiding (pusuda olup)) at [this] aforesaid locale

8 9K tlburun ~ullesi, "Kilburun tower" refers to either a tower of the fortress of Kilburun or a
separate tower. In the Mediterranean, coastal fortresses or towers mounted with artillery provided ideal
protection for galleys from surprise attack by pirates (see Braudel 1972-1973: 853; Guilmartin 1974: 76
77).

90 Cf. "The Turk ... keeps several gallies ready at the mouth of the Boristhenes (Dnieper) to
hinder their [i.e., the Cossacks] coming out; but the Cossacks, who are cunninger, slip out in a dark night
about the new moon ..." (Beauplan: 465). According to Beauplan, the night was a particularly dangerous
time for the Ottoman galleys, since the Cossacks, having spotted a galley or galleys which they felt they
could seize, would wait until the middle of the night and then move in with all speed, taking them by sur
prise (Beauplan: 465-66).

91 Perhaps Ramazan here is the same Ramazan who appears as the former governor (beg) 0 f
Kilburun in several Topkapi documents from the late 1640s and early 1650s (Khanat: 192, 196, 197, and
also E. 3495).

9 2The raiding party probably went up the Dnieper as in II (or perhaps other rivers connected to
the Dnieper estuary). Note that in the analogous passage in IV:13, a party was also sent out by land.

9 3This is a good indication that the nine §ay~as were of the Dnieper, that is, Zaporozhian Cossacks.
After the suppression of the Ukrainian Cossacks in 1638, there was apparently a decrease in naval expedi
tions launched from the Dnieper (see n.75). However, smaller groups continued to go out onto the sea on
their own, unsanctioned by the Zaporozhian command; Polish sources contain notices of a Cossack naval
expedition launched in the spring of 1639 (Hrusevs'kyj 1922: 27-28) that may have been the same as that
of these nine ~ay~as which, according to IV:13 raided Constanta. However, these may have been two
separate Zaporozhian expeditions since the frequency of the smaller, independently mounted expeditions
may have been greater than previously assumed.

94The parallel phrase in IV (i(;lerinden biri ... to~uz pare fiay~adan olmagla ... , "among them
was one who was from among the nine §ay~as ... ," IV:13·14), it is clear that icinde here (8) means "one
of [the Cossacks] amo ng [the captured informants] . "

95Tendra, Tendrivs'ka kosa (Tintere or Tentere, see n.82, 103): today a long (about 65 km) and
very narrow (1.8 km at its widest) spit running approximately parallel to the coast that extends toward
the southeast from the mouth of the Dnieper. The northern tip of Tendra is about 25 km south of Ozi,
Because of its low elevation and varying sea levels, the shape of Tendra changed over the centuries. In
Beauplan's maps of the Ukraine it is represented as a single island with several inlets, elongated in the
north-south direction, and about twice as long as it is wide. This may be an indication that in his time only
the northern third of the present-day spit (i.e., the segment running approximately north-south, which is
the widest part) was above water. However, since Beauplan never visited Tendra, there is the possibility
that his representation of the island was more mythical than real. The identical representation of Tendra
in other maps (e.g., Jan Jansson's map of the Ukraine [Amsterdam, 1657]) suggests that this was a tradi-
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in a shallow (~tg) and reedy (Sazll~) place. It was seen that, because they observed from a place seven or
eight mils away the corning of the ships, they took to flight. 9

6 [We,] these slaves of his [excellency]
with the iombazes and sandals along the shore side of the island (i9 yiiz, "inner side"), and Piyale Ket!tiida
with the seven galleys from the sea side (ta§ra yilz, "outer side,,)97 of the island gave chase. Though we
cast much of [our boats' and/or the ships'] equipment and baggage [overboard to gain speed] and [we]
were under full sail, through a divine mystery a [great] wind [and] storm came up. Since our sandals and
boats (~ayt~s, i.e., the tombazes) could not withstand the sea, they became separated from one another.
As it was close to nightfall, we anchored (yatup) for that night at a place seven or eight mils from the Cos
sack ;aykas. Because there was much wind also in the morning and we were unable to group together, we
spent also that [i.e., the second] day keeping [the Cossacks] under surveillance until evening. At the time
of sunset, [seeing] an opportunity, they set out to flee and, spilling [out of their §ay~as] into a shallow,
fled into a thickety (ormanlik} place.f 8

14-15 By their taking flight, through the influence of the imperial good fortune, ten $ay~as were cap-
tured. For the present, their wickedness and tumult have been repelled and removed from the community
of Muhammed. While [we,] these slaves of his [excellency and] the ships of the imperial fleet had under
gone so much hardship, most of the mentioned Cossacks fell into the hands of the Tatars in the thicket
(ormanltk).99 Few of them are making it back to their accursed country.

tional representation and that Beauplan may have borrowed it from an earlier imaginative cartographer.
In the mid-seventeenth century, Evliya Celebi speaks of the Tendra islands (Tentere adalari, Evliya TKS:
56a; Evliya 5: 177). In an Ottoman map from the late seventeenth or eighteenth century (Bibliotheque
Nationale, Cartes et plans, Port 99, div. 0, piece 2) and in the seventeenth-century sea atlas of Seyyid Nilh
(Kissling 1966: pl. 16), it is given as two elongated islands arranged in a line and separated by a short and
narrow strait. In eighteenth-century maps it is also given variously as one, two, or three islands running
end to end, e.g., in the map of Charelle: "Les trois TIes s'appelent tantere," Bibliotheque Nationale, Cartes
et plans, Port 99, div. 0, piece 1. .

96Does this and the parallel passage in IV:16 imply that the Cossacks in their low .$ay~as spotted
the galleys first? Cf. "their boats are not above two foot and a half above the water, and they discover a
ship or galley before they themselves can be perceived by them: Then they strike their masts, observe how
the enemy winds ..." (Beauplan: 465).

97While in this document the flotilla of boats is in the channel between Tendra and the mainland
coast, and the galleys are on the open-sea side, in the parallel passage in IV:17 they are reversed-the boats
are on the sea side and the galleys are in the channel. Since one would assume that the boats would have
avoided the open sea and taken the inner route, perhaps the compiler of IV simply erred (can this be an
indication that the compiler of IV used III and made a mistake in copying? See n.14). However, it cannot
be ruled out that Piyale for some reason sent the galleys through the channel since, although there were
undoubtedly many shoals in the channel, according to maps from the eighteenth century, ships were able
to pass through it (see maps in Bibliotheque Nationale, Cartes et plans, Port. 99; also Beauplan indicates
that all around Tendra there was good anchoring, Beauplan: 455). Nonetheless, the presence of many
sand bars, capes, and extensive shallow waters along the coast east of the mouth of the Dnieper (e.g.,
Zelenyj 1868: 170) would have made navigation through the channel extremely hazardous for the galleys.

98Perhaps a dense woods, but more likely a thick, scrubby brush which along Mediterranean
shores is known as maquis (but see n.125).

99There seems to be a note of disappointment that the prize of capturing the Cossacks fell to
the Tatars instead of to those who "deserved" to capture them. That the Cossacks abandoned their boats
and that some of them were captured by the Tatars implies that their flight at sunset took them across
the channel onto the mainland.
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15-18 Above all, this summer we have become safe from [the depredations coming] from the aforesaid's
[i.e., Cossacks'] land of affliction. As for the coming year, may the padishah and his ministers (vekil) be
in good health. It is hoped that great preparations will be seen to in a manner that befits [the interests of]
the religion and the state concerning the matter (?) of these Cossacks. May these frontiers and the Rume
lian shore settlements be delivered from their hand of usurpation and viciousness. The ultimate order
and command and favor and benevolence are his majesty's, my felicitous and generous lord's.

[1] The slave Meheme d, aga [of] the cebecis of the Sublime Porte at present
[2] The slave Mu~tafii Aga, dizddr 1 00 of Old Fortress of Oz i at present
[3] The slave Himmet Aga, dizdar of New Palanka at present
[4] The slave Meheme d Aga, dizdar of New Fortress at present
[5] The slave 'Abbas Aga, dizdarofJ;Iasan Pasha [Fortress] at present
[6] The slave Ahmed, aga [of] the 'azebs at present
[7] The slave Habib, aga [of] the 'azebs at present
[8] The slave ibrahim, aga [of] the 'azebs at present
[9] The slave Mahmfrd, aga [of] the 'azebs at present.

[10] The slave Mehemed, aga [of] the 'azebs at present
[11] The slave Mu~tafii, aga [of] the fttrisan at present
[12] The slave Mu~tafii, aga [of] the farison' at present
[13] The slave Sa'ban, aga of the farisan at present
[14] The slave Meherned, aga [of] the tOpCIS at present
[15] The slave Hasan, »s« [of] the tOpCIS at present

1 00A dizdilr was a commandant or warden of a fortress.
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IV. Topkapr Sarayi Miizesi Ar§ivi E. 2891/1

Report by Piyale Ketgi.ida on repairs at Ozi, an encounter with the Cossacks at the island of Tendra, and
other incidents involving the Cossacks; sent from 6zi to ~apudan pasa Sila~dar MUHafa; on the basis of
information within the text and a note on the verso (see below), written between 17 or 18 Rebi' I 1049/
18 or19 July 1639 and atleast a day or two before 22 Rebi' I 1049/23 July 1639 (see n.101).

FORMAT: 56.5 x 34 em
WATERMARK: none
INVOCATIO: at top edge, 26 em above text (not visible in facsimile)
VERSO: address at top: deoletli; ve sa'adetiu ve muruovetlu sultdnum sahib-deviet silibdar (sic) pasa

!;z.Q.?retlerinufi &ak-i 'izzetlerine bi-'I-bayr
[May this letter arrive] in good fortune to the dust of the glory [beneath] his excellency, my
fortunate and felicitous and generous lord, the mighty sila!;z.diir pasa [i.e., Silahdfu Mu~tafa Pasha]
note in upper right corner: Kara deidzde Piyale ketbudadan geImijdUr ji 22 Rebi'u'l-evvel sene
1049
On 22 Rebi' I in the year 1049 (23 July 1639) [this letter] came from Piyale Ket1}iida on the
Black Sea l 0 1

imprint of oval seal (muhr) in black ink (14 x 16 mm) behind and upside down in relation to
signature on recto: maihar-l IUffi ilahi Piyale bin 'Abdullah . . . .

1 0 1 Although such notes on the versos of reports are not uncommon, they have not been studied
and it is not known at what stage in a document's path and by what officials they were affixed. If this note
was made upon the arrival of IV in Istanbul, where the addressee Sila1).dar Mu~tafa was at the time (see
n.78), then the document must have been delivered in four or five days (the incident at Tendra ended
on the evening of 16 Rebi' I; it is conceivable that the next incident-another encounter with the Cossacks
while Piya.J.e was back to the work on the fortress-occurred within the next day or two, 17 or 18 Rebi' I
[see n.133] ; the other incident recounted after these two could have occurred prior to or simultaneously
to them [see n.135] ; time must also be allowed for the composition and writing out of the document;
hence, IV could have left 6zi no earlier than 18 or 19 Rebi' 1). If the dates given in the text and the date
on the verso are accurate, the speed of the document's delivery is remarkable. From what is known about
the post-horse (uIa~) system at the end of the century, it would have taken a non-stop relay of couriers at
least 6 1/3 days (151 hours) to deliver a letter from 6zi to KIrk Kilise alone, some 200 km short of the
capital (Heywood 1980: 185 n.7). The most plausible explanation is that IV was sent by what Katib
Celebi calls an ula~ gemisi or courier-ship (Tuhfet: 148; perhaps a specially adapted galliot? ). Apparently
a galley with a newly greased hull could cover 200 mils in fifteen hours with a favorable wind (Tubfet:
150). In the Mediterranean where, granted, sailing conditions were different from those in the Black Sea,
a galley could supposedly sail the distance of about 600 km (500 mils according to K1ltib Celebi) between
Alexandria and Rhodes-two-thirds of the distance between 6zi and Istanbul sailing roughly along the
Rumelian coast or half the distance when going across the sea and along the Anatolian coast-in two nights
with a good wind and in four nights otherwise (Tubfet: 149). In Guilmartin's estimates, the cruising speed
of a galley sustainable for eight hours was about 3 to 4 knots (5.5 to 7.4 km/hr) and about half that for
longer periods (Guilmartin 1974: 203). Assuming the best scenario, in which the oarsmen could be rotated
to maintain maximum cruising speed around the clock, it would have taken 115 hours or nearly 5 days
to reach Istanbul from 6zi following the Rumelian coast (of course this estimate does not take into account
the factors of wind and current).
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The bearer of divine grace, Piyale, son of'Abdullah .... 1 02

COMMENTS: black ink with gold dust sprinkled sparsely throughout recto text and on address on verso.

IV. TEXT

Hlive

1 sa'adetlli ve mliriivvetlli ve re'fetlli sultanum hazretlerlntifi tlirab-i akdam-i sa'adet-encamlanna ylizler
slirdlikden sofira 'arz-i bende-i bi-vuciid budur ki I:Ial':~ siibhanehu ve te'aIa hazretleri devletlli ve 'azametlii
ve sevketlii gazi ve miicahid padi§ahlmuz 2 hazretleriniifi viicfid-i fayi~'H.layr ve'l-cfidlerin hatalardan
saklayup taht-i saltanat ve evreng-i lrllafet iizere ila yevmil-karar baki vu paydar eyleye ve sa'adetlii ve
mliriivvetlli sultanuma dahi cok yillar 'o miirler viriip zill-i himayelerin 3 lizerimiizden dirr u zayil itmeye
amin sa'adetlii sultanum asitane-i sa'adetden e:;1~UP Kahgra nam mahalle gelince valp'-i l].al tatsil iizere I].ak-i
'izzetlerine bildiirilmisdi mahall-i mezbiirdan kalkup sehr-i Rebi'ii'l-evvelliii on birinci 4 gun (sic, read giini)
hayr-du 'afiuz berekatiyle emin u salim ozi limanma dal].il oldugimuz gUnlin ertesi Kilburun begine ve
neferat agalanna der-i devlet-medardan virilen emr-i serif Jpra'at itdlirildiikde sa'adetlli padisahnnuz hazret
leriniiii 5 bu intiha-y! serhadde olan murabi] kullan hakkmda 'inayet u il).san u merhamet-i bi-payanlan
zuhur idiip kal'emuzt ta'miretevecclih-i hiimayfmlan erzani buyunlmis biz dahi ~adir oldugimuz mertebe
hidmet-i mezbfirede(read mezbl1reye?) 6 damen der-miyan ideriiz diyli her biri ferman-i vacibii'l-kabul
ve'l-i?:'ana lnkiyad u imti§al ve devam-i 'o mr u devlet-i rUz-efzunlarl du'asma mudavemet u i§tigalde 01
malanyle heman ol-gUn gemilerimlizde olan 7 lisara ve gayndan neccar ve irgad cikarup bina olmacak
mahalliifi temeli kazdunlmaga §lirti' olmup mah-i mezburufi on dorddnci gUni ki yevmii's-sebt-i mubarekdtir
bir hayrlu sa'atda temel biragilup binasina mubaseret 8 olmdi I:Ial;il,{ te'ala hazretleri vefk-i n~a-yi sa'a det
i~ti~a'-i padi§ahi lizere encam u hayr-itmam miiyesser eyleye kal'e-i mezbilra (sic, read mezbfrreye) karib
yerde ta§ olmamagla Eflak ve Bogdandan ta§ nakline imdad idecek 'arabalar 9 gelinceye degin gemiler ve
sandallar ve yerlli tombazlarile kal'eye on sekiz mil mesafe olan Yapunca bum1nam mahallden iki iie:; gUnde
bir gUndiiz varup ta§ getiiriip gice Kilburun kullesiyle ozi bogazmda 10 gemilerimiizi sabaha dek serdemende
koyup bab-i muhafazada kemal-i dikkat olmdugmdan gayn tersane-i 'amire cavuslanndan 'Abdi e:;avu§
bendeleri varup Kers ve Taman taraflannda turup Aza~ 11 ve Ten kazag; saykalanndan cikar olursa ta'cil
iizere haber gonderilmek ieiin Or begine ve Kers ~a~isma mii'ekked mektublar gonderup ve etraf u cevani
bine goz ve kulak tutup anufi gibi ol-caniblerde 12 sayka zuhur iderse bin a lizerine kifayet mikdan adam
ve mutemediin 'aleyh bas ve bug nasb itdiikden soiira bu kullan i~ti~a itdiigi mahalle tevecclih u 'azimet
niyetmde iken biz oziye gelmezden evvel ozilliden 13 bir ~ae:; yarar u namdar yigitler karadan ve deryadan
dil almaga gidlip bizden lie:; gUn ~oiira gellip bir ~ae:; nefer esir ve dil getiiriip ie:;lerinden biri mu~addema Rum
iIi ya¥:asmda Kostence nam mal).alli garet iden 14 tol;iuz pare §ay~adan olmagla mela'in-i mezbunn l).aliya
ne mal].allde oJdu~lan su'al olmdu~da ~ll).l)atl lizere l].aber virmemekle oziye ~arib Tintere1

03 nam atada
oldu~arl il).timali ile bu l;iullan donanmadan 15 yedi pare ~adlrga ve yerlli tombazlarmdan ve ~andallarlmuz

dan on dort I:nt'a ~aYl~ ve ~andal ile mah-i mezburun on be§inci glini sellen ata-i mezbu.ra varup ~ikr olman

1 02 In more legible imprints of the same seal on the versos of two other reports by Piyale in the
Topkapi, E. 2891/2 and E. 4752, a partially legible date giving the year the seal was cast is visible: 104
(?)6(1636-1637[?] ).

1 03 Vocalized in the original: .~ ! • ; Tintere. In the facsimile the apparent dot above and to the
left of the two dots belonging to the initial ta is, in the original, clearly a sukUn. Note that in this docu
ment some of the Turkish words are vocalized.
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~aza~ saykalann tefahhus iderken 16 mela'In kadirgalan yedi sekiz mil yerden gortip kendillerin ~lg ve
ormanhk yerlere urup firar itdlikleri direk baslanndan gorildiikde kadirgalar varup yanasmak ve top irismek
mlimkin olmamagla 17 sandal ve kayiklan tekrar yeiiiceri ve cebeci ve levendat bahadurlan ile tonadup
bunlarufi lizerine Kilburun begini serdar idlip vakt-l 'asirdan evvel atanuii tasra ylizinden anlar ve ic ylizin
den bu kullan Ifi 'AI (J~.?) bogazi nam mahalle varmca kovup ve ba'z-i esbab ve aglrh~ dokdlirilp irismek
iizere iken meltem zamam olmagm emr-i I;Ia~1} He 'azim riizgar ve furtuna zuhiir itmekle tizi kayiklan
ve sandallar deryaya 19 tayanmadugmdan birbirinden aynlup ve ahsam iri§lip kayrklanmuz 01gice atanuii
tasra yiizinde ve bu ~ullarl yedi pare kadirga ile iq ylizinde sabaha dek mela'In-i mezbfirini gozedup ~abaq.

oldukda 20 siddet-i rUzgardan bir vecihle hareket mlimkin olmayup ahsama dek kadirgalanmuz ve ~ay*

lanmuz bu !.lallizere kaldugm mela'in gordllkde hava gice limanhk iderse hiiciimdan g.ala~ olmak ve 'asker-i
Islamdan 21 bas kurtarmak muhal oldugin mukarrer bilmek ve kemal mertebe kendlilerinden ye's gelmekle
vakt-l gunrbda saykalanndan ~lga cikup bliylik ~lYlda va~l' ormanliga dokiliip firar itmeleriyle kuvvet-i
taliq hiimayfln-i 22 padi§ahide on pare saykalan alat u esbablan ile , , ,I 04 nam mahallde kabza-i zab] u
tasarrufa getlirillip hayr-du'afiuz berekatinda bu tarafda olan memalik-l mahnise yahlan fesad 23 u mazar
ratlarmdan fazl-i I;Ia~~ ile em1n u salim olmislardur bu kullan kal'e binasr uzerinde iken mela'in-i mezbiirin
tekrar varup iq il yahlanna i~al-i mazarrat ve il~a'-i na'hre-i hasaret 24 itmeleri ljavfl miistevli olmrsdi
el-hamdtl li-Ilahi te'ala asan vech lizere def' u ref' olup I:].a'ib u I:].asir firar itmislerdtir devletlli sultanum
sa'adetlti ve 'azametlu padi§ahlmuzuii ni'met-i 25 celllelerl q.a~~lyqlin mela'in-i mezburin di~l}at u ihti
mamla aranup bulmmada ve mahalline gore tedariikle vanlmada ?;errece ta~~irat ohnmannsdur lakin el
'abdii ylidebbirli ve-'llahU yukaddiril ziyMe ruzgarlu ve furtunalu 26 gUnde ve gayet ~lg ve teng yerde
bulmup istidrac u imhallerl nihayet u kemal bulmamis bunda boyle dahl din-i miibin ve padlsah-i rfiy-i
zem1n ugunnda105 27 ve zaman-l sa'adet-iktiranlannda nice niimayan hidmetde bulmmaga 28 damen
der-miyan idlip sa'f ve Ikdarmmuz kemaldediir 29 I;Ia!5:!5: te'aIa hazretleri niz; !5:11up mficib-i sa'adet-i 30
diinya vu aviret olan gayr-du'a-i icabet 31 karinlerine mazhar olmagi mUyesser eyleye sa'adetlil sultanum
32 mela'in-I mezbflrin karaya dokilecek yerlere lhtlmalle 33 mukaddemce tizilliden yliz nefer atlu ve
tufeng- 34 endaz yarar yigitler trsal ohnnusdi varup 35 karaya cikduklannda mezbfirlar dahl 'azim ceng
idlip 36 vafir esbab brrakdurduklanndan gayrl 37 yedi sekiz yasmda etfal-i mlisliminden 38 on-tic on-dort
nefer sabi oglanciklar 39 ve bir ~aq nefer hatun birakdurmalanyle bu taraflarda 40 mekam ma'lum olanlar
yerlli yerine gonderillip 41 kendliyi ve vilayet u ].{aryesini bilmeyen rna'~umlardan 42 on nefer oglancll}lar
asitane-i sa'Mete gonderilmi§dlir 43 in §a'llahli te'ala ~ll).J:1atlavu~llerindemanziir-i 44 sa'adetleri oldu~da
valid ve a~rabaIanndan 45 zuhur u talib olanlara teslfm itdiirilmek 46 babmda emr u ferman sa'adetlli ve
mlirlivvetlli sulFinumufidur 47 sa'adetlli suItanum ve devletlli ve §evketlli padi§ahlmuzun 48 mliMrek 'azlz
u §erif ba§larlyqlin valrt 49 u zaman var iken iznikmidden on liqer 50 otura~ ~andal kerastesi geturilmek
ferman-i 51 'allleri olup ne-mi~dar ~adlrga ql!5:arl1ursa 52 her birine birer l?andal bina itdlirillip ma'an
q11,{arllmaga 53 himmet u 'inayet u ferman-i §erifleri ~udur buyunla ki 541,(ara defiize garet u basaret iqlin
ql~an 55 §ay~alarun ke-ma hlive l]~l!:uh l;1a~~larmdan gelinmek !5:abil 56 ola madamki bu minval lizere
olmaya 57 sa'adetlli padi§ahlmuzuii ve limmet-i Mul;1ammedliii bu mela'inden 58 inti~amlarl almmaz
ve laYl~1 lizere !lldmet 59 ve yliz a!5:hgl olmaz bliylik l}adlrgalarile boyle 60 ~lg yerlerde ve sazll~ mal].allerde
bulmdu¥:da 61 emek heba ve I:].idmet ~ayi' olur valp'-i 62 l;1alljak-i 'izzetlerine 'a~ olmdl ol-Mbda 63 emr
u ferman devletlli ve sa'adetlli sultanum J:.1a~retlerinlifidlir

64 devletlli sultanum §imdilik donanma-i hlimayfin gemileri liq bollik olup biri davi Bogazda iken 65 Ana
toll caniblerine gonderillip dab.i gellip donanmaya mlilJ:.1al} olmaml§lardur ve biri d~i esir66 ve klirekcileri

1 04 In the original there is a blank space where the place name would have been written.
1 05 After this word there is a sign (see facsimile) indicating that from here the text continues in

the right margin,
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ile tasrada kal'e binasi tizerinde olup leyl u nehar hidmet-I binada bezl-I mechfid u iktidar 67 tizerelerdtir ve
bu kullan dahi sayir gemilerile tiC; dart gtinde bir varup kal'eye ~a§ 68 nakl idtip ve gice muhafaza tizere
oldugnnuz 'ilm-Lseriflerlne rusendiir ve Ramazan gazi kullan 69 gettirdtigi dillerden tJ.ak-i 'izzetlerine bir
dil gonderildi takriri ma'lum-i sa'adetleri oldukda ol-babda 70 dahi emr u ferman sa'adetlu sultanum hazret
lerintifidilr ve donanma-yi hiimayunda olan iimera ve kapudan 71 ve rii'esa ve yefiiceri agasi kullan miibarek
l].akipay-i serififiiize ylizler siiriip mahall-i icabet-i du'a 72 olan rily-i deryada sa'adetlii ve 'azametlii ve
re'fetlti padisahimuz hazretlerintifi ve miiriivvetlii sultanurnufi devam-i 73 'omr u devlet-i ruz-efziinlan
da'vatma miidavemet tizerelerdtir ba~i emr u ferman sa'adetlii sultanumufidur

74 bende
75 Piyale
76 kethtida;l 0 6

IV. TRANSLATION

He!

1 After rubbing [our] faces into the felicity-bringing dust [beneath] the feet of his excellency, my
felicitous and generous and merciful lord, this is the report of the slave whose existence is unimportant.

1-3 May the Lord God-be He glorified and exalted!-protect from error the body abundant in good-
ness and generosity of his majesty, our padishah, the fortunate and magnificent and majestic ghazi and holy
warrior, and make it lasting and enduring until the day of judgment upon the royal seat of the sultanate
and upon the throne of the caliphate, and also grant many more years of life to my felicitous and generous
lord, and not make distant or ephemeral the shadow of his [majesty's] protection upon us. Amen.

3-8 My felicitous lord, [our] setting out from the threshold of felicity [i.e., Istanbul, and] the state
of things up until [our] coming to a place called Kaliakra1 07 have been made known in great detail to the
dust [beneath] the glory of his [excellency].1 08 We set out from the abovementioned place and on the
eleventh day of Rebi' I (12 July 1639), with the blessings of your prayers [on our behalf], we entered the
harbor of (hi, safe and sound. 109 On the next day, when the beg of Kilburun and the [Ozi] soldiery-

1 0 6 Although the signature is located in the lower left of the page after 26, it cannot be read
there since the report is continued in the margin (27ff.).

107 Kaliakra (Kaligra): a town on a promontory by the same name, on the Black Sea coast of
Bulgaria, about 45 km northeast of Varna.

10 8 Thus Piyale sent a report from Kaliakra, presumably to Silal),dar Mustafa.
109There is virtually no information on the fleet during the approximately two months which

elapsed between its anchoring at Kavak (I, II) and its arrival at Oai. The delay at Kavak until final sailing
orders were issued may have lasted several weeks. Perhaps the fleet had to patrol the Rumelian shores or
had encounters with Cossacks on the way. Under normal circumstances the passage of sizable fleets was
slow because with each ship carrying 200 to 300 men, food and water supplies were rapidly used up and
had to be replenished at ports along the way (BraudeI1972-1973: 107; Guilmartin 1974: 62-63, 95-97;
Imber 1980: 216-17). In 1627 the fleet under ~apudan pOJa Hasan was in Kavak during the first week of
June and, taking the same route along the coast of Rumelia, arrived at Ozi towards the end of the second
week of July (Basbakanhk Arsivi, Muhimme defteri 83: nos. 2-51) .. It is not certain how many ships
of the original fleet assigned to the Black Sea (32 ships of the arsenal plus 9 beg gemileri, see II) were in
Piyale's fleet when he reached Ozi since part of the fleet was sent along the Anatolian shore (see n.18).
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officers 1 1 0 were made to read the noble order delivered from the gate [around which] good fortune turns
[i.e., the Porte], everyone became obedient and compliant to the firman, which demands acceptance and
obedience, and assiduous and occupied with prayer for the continuation of the life and daily-increasing
good fortune of his [majesty], saying, "The favor and kindness and mercy of his majesty, the felicitous
padishah, toward these border-post slaves of his [majesty] who are garrisoned on this extremity of the
frontier region is manifest without bounds. It has been seen fit by his imperial solicitude to allow the
repair of our fortress. & for us, we are preparing for the abovementioned service to the highest degree
of which we are capable." And so, that very day the carpenters {neccar] and workmen (trgad) from among
the slaves (usara) and others who were on our ships were landed, and the digging of the foundation at the
site where the construction was to be made was commenced. 1 1 1 At an auspicious hour of the fourteenth
day of the abovementioned month (15 July 1639), which was a blessed Saturday,11 2 the foundation was
completed and construction was begun. May the Lord God-be He exalted!-facilitate its execution and
good completion in accordance with the imperial wish which calls forth felicity.

8-10 Since there is no stone near the abovementioned fortress, until wagons {'araba) come from Wal-
lachia and Moldavia to help in the transport of stone, once every two or three days, with the ships and the
sandals and the local tombaze s [we] set out during daylight and bring stone from a place named Yapunca
Burm,11 3 which is a distance of eighteen mils from the fortress. At night we place our ships with their
sails furled (serdemende) II 4 in the mouth of the Dnieper at the tower of Kilburun and in the matter of
defense there is the utmost of attention. 11 5

10-14 Aside from this, his majesty's slave 'Abdi Cavus, one of the cauuses of the imperial naval arsenal,
has set out and is staying in the area of Kerch and Taman. He has sent stringent letters to the beg of Or 1 16
and the ~a9i of Kerch so that, should any of the Azak and Don Cossack (Aza~ ve Ten ~azagtyt 17 §ay~as

lIONeferat agalan: the officers of the <Jzi fortress complex including signatories of III. The beg
of Kilburun, whose sancak included <Jzi and the surrounding countryside (Bvliya TKS: 56b; Evliya 5:
179; Evliya 1961: 110-11), must have been their regional commander (see n.127).

1111rgad denotes an unskilled worker or common day laborer. As with kurekcis, certain regions
were obligated to provide one irgad per a fixed number of tax-collection units (bane). Although the service
was compulsory, sources on fortress construction in eastern Anatolia from the same period indicate that to
ensure their cooperation and prevent defection they were paid a competitive wage and that the authorities
were careful to make sure that able-bodied men were sent (Murphey 1980: 166-67,171 nn.32, 34, 35).
However, ust1rEi ve gayndan neccar ve trgad indicates that part of the work force, probably the unskilled
though perhaps also others, included slave labor. That the construction work was started as soon as the
fleet arrived (also in III:4.5) suggests that the work could not begin before its arrival, which is a hint of the
importance of the fleet and the labor which it imported. Undoubtedly when the fleet was in transit the
slaves served as oarsmen.

1 12 In modern concordances of hicri dates, this date is given as a Friday (Unat 1959: 70). The
one-day discrepancy must be the result of local determination of the beginning of a new month which
was made according to the actual sighting of the new moon (riiyet-i hilEil) (Unat 1959: xi; Schacht 1966).

1 13 See n.87.
114 See n.88.
I 15 See nn.89, 90.

116 Or (also Or-~apt) was the Tatar fortress guarding Perekop, the isthmus connecting the Crimea
with the continent.

I 17 Aza~ ~azagt ("Azak Cossacks"), referring to the Cossacks occupying the fortress of Azak,
included both Don and Zaporozhian Cossacks. Following the suppression of the Ukrainian Cossacks in
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emerge, the news will be dispatched [to us] with all speed. And [thus] he keeps a [watchful] eye and an
[alert] ear in all directions and all sides.' 18 Had such jay~as appeared in those parts, this his [excel
lency's] slave [i.e., Piyale] , after appointing a sufficient number of men (adam) and a reliable commander
(bas ve bug) [to guard] the construction,119 planned to set forth to the necessary place [i. e., to wherever
Cossacks had been spotted] when, three days after [our arrival] , several capable and reputable young men
(yarar u ndrndar yigitler, see n.136) from Ozi (Ozilii) who, before we came to Ozi, had gone out by land
and on water!2 0 to capture informants (dil), returned bringing back several prisoners (esfr) and captured
informants.lr! Since among them there was one [Cossack] who was from the nine ~ay~as that had re
cently raided a place on the Rumelian shore called Constanta (Kostence], he was asked at what place the
abovementioned accursed ones [in the nine ~ay~as] were now, [but he] gave no true answer.

14.23 So because there was a chance that they were on the island called Teridra.! 22 which is close to
Ozi, this slave of his [excellency] , together with seven galleys from the fleet and fourteen boats (~ayt~) and
sandals from among their local [i.e., the Ozi forces'] tombazes and our sandals [i.e., sandals of the fleet

1638 and the measures taken to prevent them from raiding the Black Sea from the Dnieper (see n. 75),
there was a significant migration to occupied Azak by Zaporozhians fleeing repressive conditions in the
Ukraine and in search of better opportunities (Novosel'skij 1948: 260). Joint expeditions on the Black Sea
by the Zaporozhian and Don Cossacks were common, particularly during this period (Hrusev'kyj 1922:
14f£.; Tusin 1978: 100-134 passim).

1 18Vigilance in the vicinity of the Straits of Kerch was imperative not only so that the fleet sta
tioned at Ozi could respond in time, but for the sake of the safety of Kerch and Taman which guarded the
straits. It is not certain whether the beg of Or was put on the lookout because of the possibility that the
Cossacks might attempt to cross the isthmus at Perekop by portage (during this period, however, there
were Cossack attempts to penetrate the Crimea by land, Smirnov 1946: 66). Certainly the location of Or
would allow for the surveillance of the western shores of the Sea of Azov. Because his responsibilities
included patrolling the steppes north of the Crimea, he would have been in a position to learn of Cossacks
using the system of rivers and portages to the northwest of his territory connecting the Dnieper and the Sea
of Azov (cf. Beauplan: 466). Perhaps the importance here of Or was not only its strategic placement at
the entry into the Crimea, but also its approximate midway location on the most direct route from the
Straits of Kerch to Ozi (by the Sea of Azov from the straits to the isthmus of Perekcp, and again by sea
from the other side to Ozi, or from there by land through the Kilburun peninsula; the alternative route by
sea around the Crimea is much longer). So perhaps the beg of Or was responsible for ensuring that there
was no delay at Perekop in relaying any communications arriving from the Straits of Kerch to couriers or
onto boats on the other side of the isthmus.

11 9Since the improvements of the fortifications at Ozi were made with the ultimate goal of
strengthening Ottoman control of the mouth of the Dnieper, there was the danger that the Cossacks would
make a preemp tive attack on the construction site. This was perhaps the main reason tarabaruls were called
up from Moldavia and Wallachia (see n.30). cr. the Cossacks' razing of, in 1635, just after its completion,
the Polish fortress of Kodak, built to control their movements between the Zaporizhzhia and the rest of
the Ukraine.

120See n.92.

1 21D il almaga gidup ... bir ~as; nefer esir ve dil geturi1p: the use of the word e sir, "prisoner,
captive, slave" in addition to dil, "tongue," i.e., captured informant, suggests that, aside from bringing back
the latter, the raiding party also took captives for the purpose of selling them on the slave market.

122See n.95.
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normally carried on the galleys] /23. set out for the abovementioned island at dawn on the fifteenth day
of the abovementioned month (16 July 1639). While searching closely for the mentioned Cossack§ay~as,

it was seen from the tops of the masts that the accursed ones, seeing the galleys from a place seven or
eight mils away,124 were fleeing and heading for shallow ($tg) and thicketed (ormanltb)125 places. At
that point, the galleys went [after them]. Because it was impossible to draw near and get within cannon
range, the sandals and boats (~ayt~s, i.e., the tombazes) were again manned with brave janissary and cebeci
and levend warriors. 12 6 The beg of Kilburun was made their operational commander (serdar).1-27 Before
midafternoon they, from the sea side (ta"l'ra ytiz, "outer side") of the island, and this slave of his [ex
cellencv ] from its shore side (i~ yiiz, "inner side")128 gave chase, going as far as a place called 'AI (?)
Straits. 129 Although rwe1 cast some supplies and baggage [overboard] and were almost upon them, as

123Y erlu tombazlarmdan ve sandallanmuzdan on dart ~tt'a ~aYI~ ve sandal: the construction
tomb azlarmdan ... ~a'yt~ ... is similar to expressions with the ablative used to convey attributes (see
Lewis G. 1967: 253); to paraphrase, "local ~aYI~s of the tomhaz type and sandals of the fleet, altogether
fourteen pieces." ~ayt~ in these documents seems to be a general term for boat. In some passages, as in
this one, it is used to denote the Ozi tombazes but not the fleet's sandals (e.g., uzi ~aYt~lan ve $andallar
[emphasis added], IV:18; s andal ve ~aythlanmuz, 111:11). In other instances ~ayt~ includes both the
t ombozee and the sandals (kayt~lanmuz [from Piyale's perspective], IV:19, 20). For other examples of
iomb az referred to as a ~ayt~, see Sarni: 910; Pakalin 3: 511; Tarama: 3819; cf. Barbier 329, Kelekian:
824. Although ~ayt~ was also used for a specific type of boat (a narrow, long-hulled rowboat pointed at
both ends, varying in length according to the numbers of oars, from one pair to ten or more pairs, see
Arseven: 987; Mantran 1962: 98-99), there are many examples of ~ayt~ used for a broad variety of oared
boats or even small ships, with or without sails (e.g., at ~aYlgt in Meninski 3: 952; §ay~a in J al s.v, "caique"
and TulJfet: 113; see also Jal s.v. "barque"; Kahane, Tietze 1958: 348, 564).

124See n.96.

12 5 Ormanlik may refer to maquis-type vegetation growing along the shore (see n.98). However,
at this point in 111:9 sazlt~, "reedy" is written instead, which suggests that here ormanitk refers to very
dense and tall "orman or forest-like" reedbeds (unlike in 111:13, 15 and IV:21 where ormanhk seems to
refer to land vegetation).

126In saying that the boats were again manned with troops {tekriu' ... tonadup] is Piyale imply
ing that this was a frequently-used tactic (as in the previous summer at Taman) or is he referring to an
encounter with the Cossacks on the shores of Rumelia during the sail to Ozi which was perhaps mentioned
in a previousreport?

127Both sides of the Dnieper estuary belonged to the sancak of Kilburun, including Ozi (Evliya
TKS 58a; Evliya 5: 185; Evliyn 1961: 117). Therefore its governor, whose identity during this period is
not known, must have been the logical choice for serddr or operational commander of this flotilla of
boats, since from III it is evident that it was manned by many local troops from OzL However, from the
previous sentence it is clear that the beg of Kilburun was, for this mission, also put in charge of some
~apt~ult and other forces brought by the fleet.

128See n. 97.

129'Al (?) bogazt: this place-name could not be identified. It was probably the name of an out
let at one of the two ends of the channel formed by Tendra and the coast. Perhaps the name should be
read ~imiil (JW) bogaz: ("North Straits"), referring to the northern outlet of the channel. Another
possibility is that it was a strait such as the ones that in certain periods broke up the low-lying island
into segments (see n.95).
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it was the time of the sea breeze, 13°by divine decree, a great wind and storm came up. Because the Ozi
boats and the sandals could not withstand the sea, they became separated from one another. Evening was
approaching, [so for] that night our boats on the sea side of the island and this slave of his [excellency]
with the seven galleys on the shore side of the island kept the .abovementioned accursed ones under
surveillance until morning. When morning came, any kind of movement was [still] impossible because
of the violence of the wind. When the accursed ones saw that our galleys and boats would remain in this
position until evening, they knew for certain that, if the weather became calm at night, it would become
impossible to escape from attack and save their heads from the army of Islam. 13 1 And so, becoming
desperate to the highest degree, at the time of sunset they spilled out of the §ay~as into the shallows and
fled, pouring into a thicket (ormanlik} along a wide shore. By the ascendancy of the imperial star of the
padishah, rall] ten of their §ay~as with their equipment and apparatus (alat u esbab} were firmly taken
into possession at a place called ....132 With the blessings of your good prayers, the shore settlements
which are on this side of the well-protected dominions became, by the grace of God, safe arid sound from
their [i.e. the Cossacks'] viciousness and harm.

23-24 While this slave of his [excellency returned] to the construction work on the fortress, the above-
mentioned accursed ones set out again. l 3.3 A great fear of their inflicting harm and hurling flames of

130Meltem zamam: meltem refers to a set of winds alternating between land and shore. Because
land heats and cools faster than the sea, in the daytime the land air pressure falls relative to that at sea,
causing a sea breeze. Conversely, at night, though less pronounced, a land breeze develops because of the
faster cooling of land (the definition "off-shore breeze that blows daily for a period in the summer" given
in Redhouse: 752 can apply only to the meltem that occurs at night). Meltem zamam must refer to the
early afternoon which is when sea breezes reach their full strength (thus in the previous sentence [17] the
chase along the island begins "before the time of the afternoon prayer" [va~t-i 'asirdan evvel], i.e., in
early afternoon). The mention in this document of a strong sea breeze indicates a very hot and cloudless
day. Thunderstorms can also form during a pronounced sea breeze front, which apparently occurred here
as well, although the apparent continuation of a strong wind through the night and into the next day
suggests that the initial meltem was followed by a different meteorological event (see Encyclopaedia
Britannica 23 [1971], s.v. "Wind": 563; Ongor 1961: 561-62).

131According to Katib Celebi, in windy weather the galleys had an advantage over the §a'y~as

whereas in calm seas the situation was reversed (see Tu/:tfet: 110). D'Ascoli states that the galleys were
more dependent than the §ay~as on the wind for mobility, and therefore, no matter how big or well armed,
they were very vulnerable to the Cossacks in calm weather (d'Ascoli: 98; Tusin 1978: 53). Here the situa
tion was obviously different since the §ay~as were outnumbered and blockaded by the galleys, and only
the high wind prevented the Ottoman boats from regrouping and making a final assault. In the event the
Cossacks made a run for it before the calm, the galleys could probably not fully unfurl their sails and use
the wind to their advantage in pursuit since the combination of shallow water and the high wind put them
in danger of running aground. See Piyale's assertion of the ineffectiveness of the galleys in such situations
below (25-26).

132In the original there is a blank where the place name would have been written. At this point
in UI:15, there is the additional information that most of the Cossacks were captured by the Tatars,
although some of them straggled back to their country.

13.30bviously another Cossack raiding party is the referent, i.e., me la'ln-i mezbicrin, "abovemen
tioned accursed ones" refers to Cossacks in general. This incident occurred no more than a day or two after
the encounter at Tendra, since IV itself was written very soon after the latter (see n.10l). This short
respite between Cossack raids may be an indication of their frequency.
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destruction to the shore settlements of the heartland became widespread.P? Praise be to God-be He
exalted!-they were repelled and removed with ease-frustrated and confounded, they fled.

24-31 For the sake of the glorious happiness of my fortunate lord [and] of our felicitous and magnifi-
cent padishah, there has not been the slightest neglect in searching for and finding with [great] care and
effort the abovementioned accursed ones and in going out [after them, having made] preparations appro
priate to their location. But while the slave proposes, God disposes: they are present on very windy and
stormy days and in extremely shallow and narrow places. There is no end or conclusion to their successes
[which are] enticements [granted by God] gradually leading [these accursed ones] to perdition (istidrac}
and to the reprieves prolonging their term [before damnation] (imhal). Thus we here prepare during the
era which is joined with felicity to be in such manifest service for the sake of the pure faith and the padi
shah of the face of the earth. And our exertions and efforts are of the utmost [degree]. May God-be He
exalted!-create the day and facilitate [our] being worthy of the good prayers which cause felicity in this
world and in the next world and which are bound to be answered.

31-46 My felicitous lord, a little while before, 135 a hundred soldiers from Ozi (Ozilu), mounted and
musket-bearing capable young men, 13 6 were sent to probable places where the abovementioned accursed
ones [i.e., Cossacks in general] would land [from their ~ay~as]. They set out and when they [i.e., the
Cossacks] went ashore, the aforementioned ones [from 6zi] engaged [the Cossacks] in a great battle.
Besides causing [the Cossacks] to abandon much equipment, 137 [our troops] caused them to leave behind
thirteen or fourteen little boys-Muslim children between the ages of seven and eight-and several women.
Those whose homes in these parts were known were sent [back], each to his own place. Ten innocent
little boys who did not know who they were or their [home] district (vilayet) or village have been sent
to the threshold of felicity [i.e., to Istanbul]. If God-be He exalted!- wills it, they arrive safely and have
been seen by his [excellency's] felicity, the matter of their being turned over to those from among their
parents or relatives who come forth and ask for them is up to the command and order of my felicitous and
generous lord. 1 3 8

134Thus Piyale, in referring to the great fear of the Cossacks among the Black Sea population,
depicts them as striking into the heartland (ic; il) of the Ottoman Empire.

13 sMu~addemce, "a little while before": considering that IV was written very soon after the
incident at Tendra and the incident that follows it (see n.l0l), the Cossack incident about to be recounted
here must have occurred prior, or perhaps simultaneously to these events.

136Yarar yigitler, "capable young men" (also above in 13) probably refers to young volunteers,
perhaps sons of farisan, who hoped to obtain permanent membership in one of the Ozi garrisons by dis
tinguishing themselves in frontier operations. Sons of gonullus (see n.24) in an analogous role were also
called yarar yigitler (see Inalcik 1965: 1121; for further examples of yarar yigitler see Heyd 1960: 102,
104). Regardless of whether or not this mission included members of the farisan corps, this passage is a
good indication that they too had to be armed with muskets.

137vafir esbabi or perhaps "much equipment and supplies (and probably booty)." That, in the
two cases recounted in this document in which the Ottomans succeeded in capturing the Cossacks' §ay~as,
the seizure of their equipment is mentioned may be a hint that it was considered a worthy prize. Cf.
Beauplan's statement that each §ay~a carried in the way of munitions four or five falconets plus, for each
Cossack, two muskets, six pounds of powder, sufficient lead bullets, and one curved sword (and in the way
of provisions a barrel of biscuits ten feet long and four feet in diameter, a barrel [puncheon] of boiled
millet and another of "dough dissolved in water," Beauplan: 465).

138 The rescue or redemption of Muslim captives from infidel hands was a major religious duty
(fari?a) in Islam which the Ottomans took very seriously (see Itzkowitz, Mote 1970: 13-14, there the
Koranic injunction to this effect [sura 9, verse 60] is pointed out).
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47-63 For the sake of the blessed, glorious and noble lives iboslan; "their heads") of my felicitous lord
and of our fortunate and majestic padishah, may there be a lofty firm an of his [majesty ordering that],
as there is still time, the timber for thirteen-thwart $andals13 9 be brought from Izmit, and may the support
and favor and noble firman of his [majesty] be issued so that, however many galleys are launched, may
one sandal be built for each one of them and launched together [with it] ;140 so that it be possible to
punish, as is their due, those §ay~as that go [out] onto the Black Sea to plunder and destroy. For if it
is not done in this way, the revenge of our felicitous padishah and of the community of Muhammed against
these accursed ones will not be taken, and service as is fitting and freedom from shame will not be, [for]
when they are found in such shallow parts and reedy places by [our] large galleys, the effort is wasted
and the service is in vain. The true situation has been presented to the dust of glory [beneath] his [excel
lency] . In this matter the order and command are his excellency's, my fortunate and felicitous lord's.

64-68 My fortunate lord, at present ships of the imperial fleet are in three squadrons (bolule}. As for
one of them, while still in the Bosphorus, it was sent to the Anatolian side and has still not come and
rejoined the fleet. As for another, it is engaged in fortress construction outside lf ! with its slaves (esir)
and oarsmen (kurekci). Night and day they expend the utmost of effort and energy in the service of con
struction work. And it is resplendently apparent to the noble knowledge of his [excellency] that this
slave of his still sets out once every three or four days with the rest of the ships, and transports stone to
the fortress and that at night we are [engaged] in defense.

68·70 And one of the captured informants from among the captured informants brought by his [maj-
esty's] slave Ramazan Ghazi has been sent to the dust [beneath] his [excellency's] glory. When his oral
statement (ta~rir) becomes known to his [excellency's] felicity, in that matter also the order and command
are his excellency's, my felicitous lord's.

l 39 On uqer oturak sandal: this phrase is interpreted to mean "sandals with 13 thwarts or oar
benches" (what in the modern Turkish might be expressed by on uqer oturakli sandal or perhaps on u~er

oturak bulunan sandal). This rare indication of the size of the sandals confirms that, at least where the
fleet was concerned, sandal meant a larger longboat type of craft rather than a small rowboat (see n.37).
It is not clear whether in specifying 13 thwarts Piyale is referring to a type of sandal already carried by the
galleys or whether he is requesting a particular-sized sandal that was best suited for carrying the necessary
troops in to shallow waters against the jay ~as. A sandal with 26 men at the oars (or 24 if one of the ·thwarts
was for the helmsman) must have been large enough to carry more than a handful of troops.

140 Presumably the request is that the necessary timber be obtained hi Izmit (the timber resources
of its hinterland were very important for the fleet; Darkot 1952: 1252) and delivered to the arsenal in
time [zaman var iken) so that each new galley could be equipped with a sandal. of the specified size. The
fact that the Piyale was writing in July and new vessels were usually built in the winter suggests that wood
suitable for a certain type of vessel had to be ordered well in advance. Alternatively, this passage can be
interpreted as two separate requests: one for the issuance of an order that wood for 13-thwart sandals
be supplied as soon as, possible, perhaps so that they could be built in time for the same campaign season,
and another for the issuance of an order that the shipbuilders not neglect to fit out each new galley with
one sandal. According to Katib Celebi, every galley was equipped with one sandal (Tubfet: 154). Piyale's
insistence on this point implies that either in his time this standard had not yet been established or that
it was not being conscientiously adhered to by those responsible for fitting out the ships. Are Piyale's
admonishments an indication that the arsenal, either because of inertia or other obligations of the fleet,
favored the building oflarge ships rather than the needed smaller craft?

141TOJrada, "on the outside": although possibly used in the sense of "in the provinces," here
it is interpreted to mean that the slaves and oarsmen were working, and perhaps also bivouacking, outside
of the enclosure of fortress walls at (hi.
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70-73 And the commanders (umera) and captains (~apudan) and skippers (ru'esa) and janissary com-
mander (aga) [or commanders], [all] slaves of his [majesty] 142 who are with the imperial fleet, rub
their faces into your blessed noble dust [beneath] your feet and [while] on the face of the sea, which
is the place of answers to prayers, they are assiduous in prayers for the continuation of the life and daily
increasing good fortune of his majesty, our felicitous and magnificent and merciful padishah and of my
generous lord. The ultimate order and command is my felicitous lord's.

74-76 The slave
Piyale

Ketbiida 143

142Ume rii ve ~apudan ve rll'esa ve yeiii~eri agasl ~ullan: here Piyale makes salutations on behalf
of the chief commanders and officers present with the fleet. Since governors of sancahs were often referred
to as umera "commanders" (pI. of emir), this word must refer to the derya begleri who were in. charge
of the beg-ships (beg gemileri) assigned to the fleet for this campaign (see II). Kapudan should probably
be understood as a collective (d. tersane-i 'amire kapudanlan in an analogous part in the next document
V:14-15) referring to sea captains in charge of squadrons or detachments of ships of the arsenal (Imber
1980: 254). Ru'esa (pI. of re'is) refers to captains or skippers of ships of the arsenal (Imber 1980: 251£f.).
Kapudan and rU'escl here perhaps also include captains and skippers of the individual beg gemileri. Yehiceri
agasl cannot refer to the aga or commander of the janissary corps since at the time he was still in Baghdad,
returning to Istanbul only in the beginning of January 1640 (Topcilar: SUa, 520a-21a). Rather, it must
refer to the commander of the janissaries assigned to the fleet (or perhaps janissary commanders or officers
if, like ~apudan, yehiceri agasl ~ullart is being used collectively).

143The fleet's campaign of 1639, and, specifically, the incident at Tendra, appears in the Ottoman
chronicles. The entries for it in Katib Celebi's Pesleke and Tubfet, under the heading "Campaign of
Piyale Ketbiida," are identical except for a few minor variations. Here I give the slightly fuller entry in
Tubfet: "Since the ~apudan, Silll:p.dar MUHaf1i Pasha, could do without the Black Sea campaign, that
service was conferred upon Piyale Ketbiida. The abovementioned [Piyale ] in accordance with the sultanic
decree first set out for the Ozi fortress, made the repairs and restorations which were necessaty, and saw
to its other important affairs. After that, he received news of ten $ay'~as that were raiding some shore
settlements of the Islamic countries and bringing harm to their populations. He set out in that direction
with some galleys and came across them at an island called Tendra (Tentere). He captured [all] ten of
[the $ay~as] and sent the women and infants which [the Cossacks] had taken from the Islamic countries
[back] to their homelands" (Tubfet: 114; Pezleke: 215). The same or abridged account occurs in other
seventeenth-century chronicles (e.g., Na'Ima: 420-21; Vecihi: 10 [foI. 15r]; Miineccim: 675; Hammer, in
summarizing Na'ima's version, presents PiyaIe's campaigns of 1638 and 1639 as both occurring in 1639,
Hammer 1829: 296-70). It can be seen that the account in the mainstream chronicle tradition combines
several events into one: although perhaps compiled in part on the basis of IV and other documents, the
chronicle version telescopes into one episode the separate episodes of the incident at Tendra and the rescue
of the Muslim captives related in IV, giving the incorrect impression that the captives were rescued from the
$ay~as that were defeated at Tendra,
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V. 'I'opkapi Sarayi Mtizesi Ar§ivi E. 6555

Report by Piyale Kethtidd on the search of the northern and southern coasts of the Black Sea for a fleet
of twenty-one §ay~as reported to have set out from Azak and on the Ottoman fleet's return to Istanbul;
sent from somewhere on the Bosphorus and probably intended for kapudan pasa Sila~dar Mu~!afa; undated
(around 8 Cumadii 11049/6 October 1639; 1049/1639 according to archival fiche) 144

Information on external characteristics and verso not available.
Invocatio not visible in facsimile.

V. TEXT

HUve

1 'izzetlli ve sa'adetlii ve mtiriivvetlli sultanum l].~retlerinUntiirab-I akdam-i sa'adet-encamlanna ytizler stir
dUkden sofira 'arz-i bende-i bl-vliciid budur ki I;Ia~1} celle ve 'alla hazretleri sa'adetld ve devletlli ve meha
betlli gazi ve milcahid padi§ahlmuzun 2 vliciid-i seriflerin l].atalardan saklayup saye-! sa'adet ve 2all-il].ima
yetlerin 'amme-i 'ibadu'llah Uzerinden dfir u zayil itmeye amin ve sa'adetlii ve mUriivvetlli sultanum hazret
lerine dahi l;o~ yillar 'omurler viriip 'izz u sa'adetde ba~i vu ber-karar 3 eyleye bi-mennihi ve cudih
benUm devletlti sultanum bundan akdem Azakdan yigirmi bir pare §ay~a c;1!FdugI haberiile oziden Balik-

14 4 The mention in V that Piyale and his ships entered Eregli on 26 CumiidaI, intending to arrive
at the Bosphorus 30 days before the Ruz-i ~aSlm (see n.154), i.e., on 6 October (this appears to be a
reference to a specific date since it is repeated in the paraphrase given in V:12 of an order sent to another
part of the fleet) provides a terminus post quem. For if the document is dated to 1638, Piyale would have
entered Eregli on 5 October, one day before the intended date of arrival at the Bosphorus, which is about
200 km away. But if we date the document 1639, Piyale would have entered Eregli on 25 September 1639,
allowing ample time to rest and resupply the ships and to arrive in the Bosphorus by 6 October. In addi
tion, according to the chronicles, in 1638 Piyale made a triumphant return to the capital with the Cossacks
and §ay~as captured in the major encounter near Taman (Fegleke: 211; Tuhfet: 114) of which there is
no hint in V where, rather than being near Taman, Piyale patrolled the shores between 6zi and Kefe before
crossing the Black Sea. The late return of the fleet to the arsenal from the siege of Azak in 1641, i.e., on
10 $a'ban 1051/14 November 1641, eliminates that year (Tcpcilar: 533a), while 1642, the year of Piyale's
last campaign on the Black Sea, is eliminated by the fact that he was still in Kefe in Cumadii II and returned
to the capital on 8 Receb 1052/2 October 1642 (Topcilar: 535b), which is incompatible with his being in
Eregli on 26 Cumada 1. This leaves only 1639 and 1640. In his account of the fleet's activities in V,
Piyale implies that he was the operational commander of the fleet, whereas, although the fleet was indeed
in the Black Sea in 1640, its operational commander was the ~apudan pa§a. On 3 Cumada I 1050/21
August 1640 the latter set out in search of 24 §ay~as which he successfully intercepted (Tcpcilar: 527a).
Piyale makes no mention of such an encounter even though his report begins several days before 14 Cu
mada I, i.e., before he reached the Anatolian side of the sea from the Crimea. Although the contents of V
may not readily fit these circumstances in 1640, it is not possible definitely to eliminate 1640 on this
basis. However, if one were to assign 1640 to V, it would mean that the ships entered Bregli on 13 Sep
tember, which would make it difficult to explain the subsequent passage of 23 days before the ships left
Eregli and arrived at the Straits. Finally, the similarity between V, where the fleet returns to the Straits
30 days before the Ricz-i Kiistm and the chronicle statement under 1639 that the fleet returned to the
Porte "before the Ruz-i Kdstrn" (Tul:tfet: 114) should be noted.
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lagrya ve and an Kmm ve Kefe kiyilann muhafaza iderek mah-i Cumade'l-ulanufi on dordiinci 4 glini yam
muzda mevcild donanma-i hiimayun gemileriyle bi-hamdi'llahi te'ala emin u salim Sinoba datIil oldugi
muzda kazak saykalanridan haber olmamagla Bafradan ta Samsun ve Giresuna ve Istefandari li~ dort5
menzil asaga yalilara varmca haber iradiy~linkaradan atlu J;1i~ar erleri gonderildtigl tIak-i 'izzetlerine bildliril
misdi mahall-i mezbilrda bir hafta i¥:amet olmup gonderllen adamlar gellip bu caniblerde 6 kazak sayka
lanndan nam u ni§.an yokdur ve civanmuzda valn' ~ura ve kasabatdan bir mahallde zuhur itmemisdiir
diyli Bafra ¥:agismdan miihrlii kagidler gellip fi'l-hakikabu arahklarda slmdilik saykalardan 7 haber u eser
olmayup Abaza ve Cerkes vilayetlerinde midiir veyatIud donanma-i hiimayimdan haber alup icenl mi
gitmlslerdtir ~1J;1J:1atl ile haber olmadugmdan gayn bundan boyle donanma ile 01 tarafa 8 vanlmak mahall-i
tehlike olmagm bir kac gUn Sinobda i~amet olmup Kara defiizuii slddet u hareketi zamam olup gemileri
mlize Eregli limanmdan gayn miinasib yatak yeri olmamagla in §a'llahli te'ala 9 Rirz-i I):aslma otuz gUn
kaldukda izn-! serifleri ve emr-i 'anleri ile Bogaza vanlmak niyeti ile mah-i mezburufi yigirmi altmci gUni
Eregli nam mahalle dahll olup yine her tarafa goz ve kulak 10 tutmak lizereyliz ve Amasm (or Amasn
[cS..,..p\...1]) nam mahalle daQ.i1 olacagimuz gUn ruy-i deryada Varnadan gellir bir rencber gemisine rast gelinlip
azide muhafaza iciin ahkodugimuz on li~ pare kadirgalardan 11 su'al ohndukda ciimlesi 'inayet-i J:Ia¥:~ ve
sa'adetlii ve kerametlii padisahimuz hazretlerintifi hayr-du'a'd icabet makrfmlan berekati ile emin u salim
Varnaya dahil olup bu tarafdan habere miiterakkib olduklann 12 inha itmeleriyle in §a'llahli te'ala siz
Sozeboliye vamp anda gemileri baghyasiz ve Ruz-i ~aslma otuz gUn kaldukda gellip Bogazda bizlim ile
mlila~ olasiz diyli bas ve buglan olan 13 Sa'ban bege mektilb tahrir ve yammuzda olan iimera kullanndan
Ibrahim Begzade ile Varnaya irsal olmmisdur mezburlar Rum Ili ve bu kullan Anatoli yahlarm muhafaza
iderek mahall-i mezbura dal;).il olmisizdur 14 bu babda re'y u ferman devletlli ve sa'adetlu sultanum hazret
Ieriniifidiir va'l-hamdu li-llahi te'ala bu sene-i milbarekede hayr-du'afiuz berekati ile 'asker-i Islam-i zafer
encam kemal-i sihhat u selamet Uzere olup Iimera kullan 15 ve yefiiceri agasi ve tersane-i 'amire kapudan
Ian ve sa'tr i§ erleri mdbarek tIak-i 'izzetlerine ylizler slirlip ruz u seb devletlli ve sa'adetlil ve azametlii
padi§ahlmuzuii devam-i 'omr u devlet-i rfiz-efzfmlan 16 ve sa'adetlu ve mlirlivvetlli sultanumufi be~a-yi

eyyam-i sa'adetleri da'vatma can u dilden miidavemet lizerelerdlir ball:i emr u forman ve lutf u fhsan
sa'adetlu sultanum I).~retlerinlifidlir

17 bende
18 Piyale
19 ketglida

V. TRANSLATION

He!

1 After rubbing [our] faces into the felicity-bringing dust [beneath] the feet of his excellency, my
great and felicitous and generous lord, this is the report of the slave whose existence is unimportant.

1-3 May the Lord God-be He exalted and glorified!-protect from errors the noble body of our
padishah, the felicitous and fortunate and awesome ghazi and holy warrior, and not make distant or ephem
eral his [majesty's] shade of felicity and shadow of protection upon all of the slaves of God. Amen.
And grant many years of life also to his excellency, my felicitous and generous lord, and by His grace and
generosity make [him] last and endure in greatness and felicity.

3-6 My fortunate lord, because of the news that twenty-one .say~as had set out from Azak, we were
engaged in defense from chi to Balaklava, 145 and from there in the defense of the shores of the Crimea

145 Balaklava (Ball~lagl): a port on the southwestern coast of the Crimea.
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and Kefe. And on the fourteenth day of the month of Cumada I (12 September 1639) we arrived safe
and sound in Sinop with the ships of the imperial fleet that were with us. Because there was no news of
Cossack §ay~as, it was made known to the dust of glory [beneath] his [excellencyJl46 that mounted
fortress-soldiers [atlu. ~i$ar erleri] 147 were sent [eastward] by land from Bafra148 to Samsun and Giresun,
and from istefan 149 going [westward] to the shore settlements three or four halting-stations (menzil)
away150 in order to bring back news. [We] had stayed in the aforementioned place [Le., Sinop] for one
week, [when] letters with seals (miihrIii) came from the ~arJ.i of Bafra saying, "The men who were sent
out have returned. There is no rumor or sign of Cossack §ay~as in these parts, and they have not appeared
anywhere in the villages or towns located in our vicinity."15 1

6·10 In truth, for the present there is no trace or sign of §ay~as in these parts. There is no reliable news
[about] whether they could be in the regions (vil8.yet) of Abkhazia (Abaza) of Circassia (Cerkes], or
whether, having learned of the imperial fleet, they went inland. 152 Besides, to go over thusly from here
to that side [of the Black Sea] with the fleet would be perilous. Because of this, we stayed in Sinop for
a few [more] days. As it was the time of restlessness and turmoil of the Black Sea, and because, besides
the harbor of Eregli, there is no [other] suitable place of anchorage for our ships, 153 on the twenty-sixth
day of the abovementioned month (24 September 1639) we entered the place called Eregli with the inten
tion, if God-be He exalted!-wills it, of arriving at the Bosphorus with his [excellency's] noble permission
and according to his lofty order with thirty days remaining to the Ruz-i .z:castm l 5 4 [i.e., on 6 October
1639]. Again we were keeping a [watchful] eye and an [alert] ear in every direction.

146Thus it can be assumed that Piyale sent a report from Sinop, presumably to silal;tdar Mu~~afa.
147Normally l;ti$o.r erleri (also known as mustal;tfizan) were foot soldiers assigned to garrisons and

usually compensated by timdr revenues instead of by salary ('uIufe) (Murphey 1979: 178-79). Does the
reference to "mounted [atlu] fortress soldiers" here mean that in these fortresses there were l;ti~8.r erleri
who were cavalry or that l;ti$8.r erleri were sent out on horseback merely because of the need for mobility
in the given situation?

148Bafra: a town on the Kiziltrmak River, about 50 km northwest of Samsun and less than 20
km inland from the Black Sea.

149istefan: a town in a small harbor on the Anatolian coast of the Black Sea, 85 km northeast
of Kastamonu and 50 km west of Sinop (near present-day Ayancik).

150According to Evllya Celebi, there were five ~ona'bs (i.e., menzils) between Sinop and Amasra
(Evliya 2: 62). Assuming that istefan was one or less halting-places west of Sinop, the three or four menzils
which the 1}i$8r erleri covered going west from istefan would have taken them somewhere between Inebolu
and Amasra.

1 5 IThus from the time the order that the 1:zi$8.r erleri be sent out was issued in Sinop until the
final report from the 'batft of Bafra giving the result of their ride to Giresun (about 260 km east of Bafra)
one week had elapsed. Altogether, the l;ti~o.r erleri sent in both directions covered about half of the Ana
tolian coast in search of Cossacks or news of them.

152ic;ern: either back to their home territory or into the interior somewhere along the Black
Sea. Even though no contact with Cossacks was made, Piyale is surmising that the fleet's presence served
as a deterrent.

15SThe western part of the Anatolian Black Sea coast has few natural harbors. Although Amasra
had good natural harborage (Evliya 2: 72), the harbor of Eregli, about 220 km from Istanbul and 100 km
southwest of Amasra, was considered the best. Facing west, it provided ideal shelter from the strong north
and northeast (poyraz) winds which prevailed in the fall and winter (Darkot 1946: 308).

154Ruz_i ~aStm-St. Demetrius' Day, 26 October (O.S.), in the seventeenth century 5 November
(N.S.)-was the traditional conclusion of the naval campaign season, by which time the imperial fleet
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10·14

14-16

17-19

And on the day that we were to enter the place called Amasra.i s 5 a private merchant ship (rene
ber gemisi) was encountered at sea coming from Varna. When [we] asked about the thirteen galleys that
we left [behind] at <Jzi for defense, those [on the merchant ship] informed [us] that all of them had
arrived at Varna safe and sound by the providence of God and with the blessings of the good prayer of his
majesty, our felicitous and noble padishah, which is bound to be answered, and that now they are waiting
for news from this side. A letter was written for Sa'ban Beg who is their operational commander (bCIJ
ve bug) and sent to Varna with ibrihim Begzade, one of the commanders (umera) [i.e., beg-ship com
manders], his [majesty's] slaves, who were at our side, saying, "If God-be He exalted!-wills it, you are
to set out for Sozopol! 56 and tie your ships there. And with thirty days remaining to the Riiz-i Kdstrn,
you will come and meet [us] at the Bosphorus." With the abovementioned ones defending the Rumelian
shore settlements and with this slave of his [excellency] defending the Anatolian shore settlements ,we
entered the abovementioned place [i.e., the Bosphorus] .15 7 In this matter the ultimate opinion and
command are his majesty's, my fortunate and felicitous lord's.

Praise be to God-be He exalted!-in this blessed year, with the blessings of your good prayer the
army of Islam, bound for victory, is [in a state of] perfect health and well-being. The commanders, slaves
of his [majesty], and the janissary commander [or commanders] and the captains of the imperial naval
arsenal (umera ~ullan ve yeiii~eri agast ve tersane-i 'arnire kapudanlan, see n. 142) and the other men of
competence (i~ erleri) rub [their] faces into the blessed dust of his [majesty's] greatness, and in [their]
souls and hearts they are day and night assiduous in supplication for the continuation of the life and daily
increasing fortune of our fortunate and felicitous and magnificent padishah and for the perpetuity of the
days of felicity of my felicitous and generous lord. The ultimate order and command and favor and benev
olence are his majesty's, my felicitous lord's.

The slave
Piyale

Kethuda

usually returned to the arsenal. Thus here, it appears that the early onset of autumn weather forced the
fleet to end its campaign about a month earlier than usual.

Iss Since the fleet was sailing west and Arnasra, about 240 km west of Sinop, is east of Eregli,
the narrative here is out of chronological order.

156 Sozopol (Sozeboli): a small town on the Bulgarian coast about 12 km southeast of Burgaz
and about one-third of the way from Varna to the Bosphorus by way of the shoreline.

1570nce the fleet reassembled in the Bosphorus, some time would be spent putting the ships in
order in preparation for the traditional festivities and ceremonies which were mounted for the fleet's
return to the arsenal in the fall (Uzuncarsili 1948: 443-44).
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